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I 

Abstract 

In this work, the feasibility to perform substructuring technique with 

experimental data is demonstrated. This investigation examines two 

structures with different additional mass-loads, i.e. transmission 

simulators (TSs). The two structures are a single blade and the hub together 

with two blades from an Ampair 600 wind turbine. Simulation data from 

finite element models of the TSs are numerically decoupled from each of the 

two structures. The resulting two structures are coupled to each other. The 

calculations are made exclusively in the frequency domain. 

A comparison between the predicted behavior from this assembled structure 

and measurements on the full hub with all three blades is carried out. The 

result is discouraging for the implemented method. It shows major 

problems, even though the measurements were performed in a laboratory 

environment. 

Key words:  Experimental dynamics, FBS Frequency Based Substructuring, 

FRF Frequency Response Function, Coupling, Decoupling, Transmission 

simulator method, Ampair 600, A600 
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1. Introduction 

Dynamic substructuring constitutes a significant aspect of the structural 

dynamics research area. Experimental works depend both on the possibility 

to measure required properties and on the methods of data analysis. In the 

age of computers, numerical methods have been empowered. Moreover, 

digitalized test equipment allows implementation of ameliorated and 

advanced measurements. 

The substructuring techniques originate from the domain decomposition 

which is the field of study well-developed by Schwarz [1, pp. 133-134]. The 

work provided a foundation for new discretization and approximation 

techniques, such as the Rayleigh-Ritz model, the boundary element 

approach and the finite element method (FEM). Exploring different 

computation techniques, FEM emerged to be the most favorable for 

effective calculations of the decomposed domains. The next milestones for 

the substructuring techniques were the iterative solvers and the parallel 

computing. The spark of dynamic substructuring ideas, which was initiated 

in a paper of Hurty [2] in 1960, developed to model reduction techniques. 

The dynamic substructuring analysis can have a great ascendancy over the 

analysis of the entire structure. Examples of advantages are: 

 Separate modelling of the parts of a problem reduces the range of 

calculations needed at a certain time [3]. Considering a complex 

structure could be devouring [4] when evaluated directly. Thus, the 

problem is studied in the local coordinates. 

 Different regions of a structure could have diverse levels of analysis 

[3]. Hence, it is unnecessary [4] to perform exact calculations on the 

full structure. 

 Some regional behavior can be neglected and the model can 

therefore be seen as simplified. This leads to more effective and 

optimized computations [4]. 

 Possibility to combine different sorts of models (both numerical and 

experimental data) [3]. The facility depends on application of the 

analyzing method for individual parts of the structure. One 

substructure can be needed to assess experimentally, whilst 

numerical methods are adequate for others. A benefit can also be to 

speed up real-time simulations [5]. 

 The division of a large problem allows managing it among different 

teams [3]. In addition, the groups can work without having full 

insight into the whole structure. 
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There is a demand from industry to perform more simulations in early 

design phases instead of testing on prototypes. Several aspects of dynamic 

substructuring can be studied. Research on wind turbines, which are 

examples of large structures, is an application where it can be beneficial to 

do substructuring. In [6], the foundation of a wind turbine is substructured. 

The part of interest is the interaction between the foundation and the soil. 

Such a model of substructuring has an application for studies on fatigue life 

on the entire wind turbine, according to the authors. The behavior of the 

blades on the turbine is determined by aeroelastic models, which are coupled 

to other substructures of the wind turbine. Foundations for wind turbines are 

also studied in [7]. The focus in this article is on simplifying techniques for 

complex types of foundations. The virtue of simplifying the models is to 

reduce simulation time, in order to gain more computer power on 

simulations on the aeroelastic parts of the blades instead of the foundation. 

1.1 Background 

Research on wind turbines is obviously a topic which is appreciated by 

manufacturers. The dynamics of such a structure is in many aspects complex 

to predict, and the modelling can in many cases be improved by 

substructuring. Scientists at the International Modal Analysis Conference 

(IMAC), organized by the Society for Experimental Mechanics (SEM), 

created a focus group for dynamic substructuring. Driven by a mission to 

complement both computational and experimental approaches, the SEM has 

chosen the Ampair 600, a 600 Watt wind turbine, as a testbed for further 

research. The focus group proposed this reference structure toward the 

unification of the studies in substructuring conducted at several universities. 

Some of the research is gathered online at the Dynamic Substructuring Wiki 

[8]. 

One of these wind turbines is placed at Linnaeus University and 

investigations have been performed [9], [10] on the model for substructuring 

purpose. In this thesis the concept is to develop the previous studies and 

make comparison with the already collected data. More detailed description 

of the turbine hub with the additional modifications for linearization of the 

system can be found in [11]. 

Designing a wind turbine structure requires over thousand load cases for 

determination of the structure response. For the precise computations 

description of the structure contains thousands degrees of freedom (DoFs) 

and can retard the real-time analysis. Hence, there is a high importance of 

predetermination of the aeroelastic simulations which give an insight into 

the structure behavior in specified conditions. The paramount objective in 

that case is measurement of rotational (RDoFs) and translational (TDoFs) 

degrees of freedom [12]. 
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1.2 Purpose 

The purpose of this study is to find out if the results of the proposed 

substructuring method are relevant for description of the hub. An additional 

endeavor will be put into experimental measurements of the single blade. 

However, the priority is to obtain a relevant calculation model of a two-

bladed hub coupled with the measurement data for a single blade 

substructure. 

The findings can be of particular interest to other researchers in the SEM 

focus group doing substructuring on the Ampair 600 wind turbine. To fulfill 

the purpose of the established project it is necessary to obtain a precise 

substructuring model of the wind turbine hub by applying numerical 

computations. 

1.3 Aim 

The main aim is to investigate if the behavior of the two substructures 

coupled together is consistent with the measurements of the hub with all 

three blades attached. In the light of that, the focus is put into preparation of 

experimental measurements of the Ampair 600 wind turbine as well as 

obtaining finite element (FE) models of transmission simulators and 

program numerical calculation procedures. 

1.4 Hypothesis and Limitations 

The hypothesis is that the dynamics of the Ampair 600 hub with three blades 

can be predicted through the steps: 

1. Dynamics measurements of the hub with two blades with an added 

transmission simulator in form of square masses. 

2. Numerical subtraction of the transmission simulator from the 

measurement data. This is obtained with help of an FE-model of the 

transmission simulator. 

3. Addition of the result from step 2 to experimental dynamics 

(achieved with the same method as in step 1) of the missing blade. 

To verify the hypothesis, the data will be compared with measurements of 

the hub with all three blades. 
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Limitations of the project are: 

 One instance of the test bed undergoes experimental measurements 

(the Ampair 600 wind turbine at Linnaeus University, Växjö, 

Sweden). 

 One type of transmission simulator is used (cuboid shape), though 

with three different weights of masses. 

 The experimental measurement on the single blade is performed 

together with another thesis group. This measurement is also made 

with the transmission simulator method, with two different sizes of 

mass. Simulations of these masses are made solely by the other 

group. 

 The structures are freely hung in a fishing line during measurements. 

Influences from the hanging arrangement are neglected. 

 Excitations consider only some nodes. The structure is excited by an 

electromagnetic modal shaker. 

1.5 Reliability, Validity and Objectivity 

Validation of the implemented methods plays a significant role in case of the 

constructive results. 

Practical implementation as well as correlating different sources of coding 

scripts gave challenges to obtain a valid result. 

Unintended errors can appear during experimental works while collecting 

data and making approximated functions. Therefore, the experimental 

measurement tools are limiting the accuracy of the outcome. The nodes on 

the transmission simulator are in the four corners. Each corner is measured 

by three one-axial accelerometers. More accelerometers together with the 

cables add more mass and damping to the structure. Even such small 

measurement errors can have a substantial influence especially into the 

computation of the inverse matrices which is a critical part of the decoupling 

equation. 

The most important part of the preparations of the experimental setups was a 

diligent and careful labelling of the cables according to the sensors’ 

numbering. Special caution was taken when switching the position of the 

shaker to another excitation degree of freedom (DoF). The need of the 

shaker’s perpendicularity to the surface, parallel assembly of the sensors and 

stable hanging of the structure were in the interest of decent preparations of 

the system. 
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1.6 Nomenclature 

Abbreviations 

2-bladed hub The hub together with two blades 

3-bladed hub The full structure; the hub with all three blades attached 

CMS Component modal synthesis 

CoG Centre of gravity 

DoF Degree of freedom 

EMPC Equivalent Multi-Point Connection method 

Exc Excitation 

FBS Frequency based substructuring 

FDSS Frequency domain substructure synthesis 

FE, FEM Finite element, finite element method 

FRF Frequency response function 

IMAC International Modal Analysis Conference 

LM Lagrangian multiplier  

LMS Leuven Measurement System (Siemens LMS Test.Lab) 

RDoF Rotational degree of freedom 

Resp Response 

SEM Society for Experimental Mechanics 

SPC Single Point Connection method 

TDoF Translational degree of freedom 

TS Transmission simulator 
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Symbols 

B  Compatibility matrix 

C  Damping matrix 

f  External forces 

f  Frequency 

g  Interface forces 

j  Imaginary unit or index 

K  Stiffness matrix 

L  Equilibrium matrix 

M  Mass matrix 

m  Mass 

p  Load 

q  Global DoFs 

R  Reduction matrix 

r  Residual force vector 

rx  Rotational displacement around x-axis 

ry  Rotational displacement around y-axis 

rz  Rotational displacement around z-axis 

T  Transformation matrix 

t  Time 

u  Displacement 

x  x-coordinate 

Y  Receptance matrix 

y  y-coordinate 

Z  Impedance matrix 

z  z-coordinate 

  Generalized coordinate vector 

  Lagrangian multiplier (LM) 

  Global DoFs in modal domain 

  Natural circular frequency 
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2. Theory and Literature Review 

This section contains mathematical derivations, together with a literature 

review. Equations for coupling and reduction in several domains are 

presented. Moreover, information about error measurements, the 

transmission simulator method and the testbed are described. 

The primary goal of substructure modelling is to obtain the dynamic 

response of finite element models (FE-models). Simulations can be made for 

whole structures as well as for the individual components. Nowadays, one 

can see intensified works on complex structures which enables more precise 

analyses. Thereby, complicated structures are solved by combining 

FE-models and experimental results.  

The idea of finite element substructure modelling employs division of a 

structure into smaller parts (subcomponents) which are examined 

individually. Then the whole structure is described by combining reduced 

matrices into a single set of matrices which gives the assembly solution. 

Relations between internal degree of freedoms for the components and the 

coupling degree of freedoms are set by a transformation matrix during the 

reduction step. In the case of dynamic analysis the reduction process uses 

approximations of the mass and damping matrices, while for static analysis 

the matrix reduction is exact. 

The paramount advantage of substructuring is enhanced modelling 

efficiency. Instead of repeatedly solving an FE-model with small changes in 

different parts of the model, implying substructuring, these modifications are 

made only for the required subparts. This technique is especially beneficial 

if the structure comprises of the same elements. Then the computations are 

applied only to one element which can be replicated. In a practical approach 

substructure decoupling is mainly used for monitoring and controlling of 

individual components of the system [13]. Another important purpose of 

structural modelling is identification and localization of damage generation. 

Thus, it helps to simplify the design of the individual systems for 

subcomponents and in the same way provides an optimum solution. To this 

aim, reduced dimensions of the structure enable analysis of smaller parts of 

the system and measurement of several parameters at once.  

The main disadvantage of substructuring is imprecise dynamic analyses due 

to the use of approximated matrices. Requirement of information about all 

the modes for each component disable to perform the exact computations 

[14]. The fixed boundary nodes disable exact computations of the internal 

nodes response. Therefore there are only approximations of the matrices. 

The software MSC Nastran, widely used for finite element analysis, 

proposes several methods for the dynamic reduction: a static reduction 
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(Guyan), component modal synthesis (CMS) and Frequency Domain 

Substructure Synthesis (FDSS) technique. 

The literature review collates different substructuring techniques within the 

main categories: impedance coupling and modal coupling techniques. 

The impedance coupling techniques employ spatial data for the mass and 

stiffness. Such a technique requires defining the impedance matrix for each 

substructure, which is the inverse of the structure’s mobility matrix. The 

classical application of FRFs to derive substructure synthesis employs 

mobility matrices instead of impedance matrices. A generalized approach is 

described by the frequency domain substructure formulation given by 

Jetmundsen et al. [15]. It incorporates Boolean matrices to define the 

interconnections and uses only a single matrix inversion instead of three 

matrix inversions like in the classic approach. 

Oppositely, the modal coupling technique is based on the eigenvalue 

solution of the coupled system matrices. In this case numerical models or 

experimental data are used to extract the modal information. The modal 

coupling technique uses generalized mass and stiffness matrices which 

results from the transformation of the system matrices from spatial to modal 

coordinates. Application of the numerical model and performing an 

eigenanalysis for all the components allows deriving the mode shapes and 

resonance frequencies. In case of determination of the vibration level due to 

specific loads, it is required to solve the non-homogenous equations along 

with the additional component of matrices for damping and acoustics [14]. 

Dynamic analysis of the wind turbine can be performed using different 

experimental dynamic analysis tools. The dynamic substructuring algorithm 

is derived from compatibility and force conditions. It implicates a need to 

connect all DoFs at the substructure interface which is infeasible in reality. 

Practically, subsystems are coupled by a limited number of DoFs. The type 

of coupled DoFs and its amount depend on the element characteristic.  

In the FE analysis the explicit knowledge of Rotational Degrees of Freedom 

(RDoFs) is often unnecessary as the numerical analysis based on 

the experimental data is performed for Translational Degrees of Freedom 

(TDoFs) determined on multiple points. TDoF information is sufficient for 

a proper estimation of the interface flexibility and measurements of 

the subsystems’ interface can be performed at several nodes only in 

the translational directions. However, successful experimental dynamic 

substructuring results depend on the accuracy when computing the RDoFs.  

According to the literature, determination of the experimental RDoFs is 

problematic due to the lack of a standardized technique. The suggested 

approach to handle deficiency of measurement for RDoFs is the Equivalent 

Multi-Point Connection method (EMPC). This method uses discrete DoFs at 

the interfaces of substructures to couple them together. Each substructure 
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interface is described by the multiple points-connections which include only 

TDoF information. Obviously, more complex interface deformation requires 

more interface DoFs but 6 DoFs at 3 nodes are sufficient for the description 

of all motion of the rigid interface [12].  

The common procedure to approximate the subsystem interface applies 

the Single Point Connection method (SPC) which uses a single node 

with TDoFs. This analysis presents an approach in the absence of 

information about the RDoFs. The EMPC method outperforms the SPC 

method, which improves substructuring results [12]. 

Experimental operational modal analysis can be applied to identify dynamic 

modal parameters. It is of great value especially for operative structures and 

real-time monitoring because of its possibility to improve the working 

performance. Obvious changes in dynamic parameters occur between the 

static and the working state. Therefore, the modal parameters derived by 

experimental analysis are unreliable for characterization of the dynamic 

parameters in the operational state. Moreover, while measurements are 

carried out on the working system, the risk of damage arises both to machine 

and to measuring devices [16]. 

Each element  ijH  in the receptance matrix H  is called an FRF. 

It presents the ratio between the Fourier transformation of the response of 

the structure extracted from the ith DoF and the excitation force applied at 

the jth DoF, while all other inputs are stated to be zero. The  ijH  function 

consists of a real and an imaginary part. Moreover, it can be seen that for 

each excitation point, the imaginary part of the receptance is proportional to 

the corresponding amplitude of the vibrational shape function [17]. 

2.1 Ampair 600 

In this thesis, the examined structure is the Ampair 600 Wind Turbine, 

shown in Figure 1, which is a benchmark for the SEM focus group. 

A detailed description of this testbed can be found in a publication of 

Mayes [11], which initiated further works on the application of experimental 

substructuring methods [18]. 

Further studies have examined the different options of assembling structures 

by applying Lagrange Multiplier Frequency Based Substructuring 

(LM FBS) as well as the Interface Deformation Method and the transmission 

simulator (TS) method. Notable observations regarding the different models 

of the substructured wind turbine hub were presented during the 

International Modal Analysis Conference (IMAC) 2013 and 2014 by 

Brunetti et al. [19, 20]. These papers present, respectively, the hub coupled 

with mass-loaded blades and the coupled FE-model of the hub and the 

blades. 
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Figure 1: The Ampair 600 wind turbine [21]. 

An alternative approach to the substructuring of a wind turbine, reported by 

Rohe and Mayes [22], examines the rotor coupled to the tower of the wind 

turbine with measurements of one blade coupled three times. The 

transmission simulator method used in the study is also applied by 

Macknelly et al. [23] to the turbine blades. Research methodology presented 

in the above papers provides deeper insight into the different substructuring 

configurations along with concluding remarks. 

Another study by Allen et al. [24] used fixed boundary conditions to 

estimate fixed based modes of a structure. The writers argue that it is 

difficult to implement fixed boundary conditions in reality. Experimentally 

they utilize a stiff fixture for testing on a wind turbine blade. By dealing 

with extra DoFs, the influence of the errors in the measurements is 

decreased. 

2.2 Errors in Experimental Measurements 

Calculation methods can cause problems to obtain precise results. 

Calculations of dynamic systems often include matrix inversions. The main 

drawback with matrix inversions is the sensitivity to errors in the data. It is 

inevitable that experimental data are connected with some errors. 

In addition, simulations in FE software are not exact. Hence there is always 

a necessity to check for propagation of errors when processing the data. 

Uncertainties in the interface flexibility matrix have been studied by 

Voormeeren et al. [25]. The used method is built on the statistical moment 
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method, and it is implemented and tested on an example system. They show 

that ill-conditioned matrices can be sensitive also to small errors in the data. 

An important aspect of the experimental study is accurately performed 

laboratory measurements. Locations of the sensors on the test model are 

peculiarly needed to be defined. According to other studies, it can be 

assumed that five tri-axial measurement locations are sufficient for a precise 

description of the coupling point at the interface between the transmission 

simulator and the hub [18]. In case of measuring the two-bladed hub, the 

sensors locations can be chosen according to the recommendations found in 

other research papers [18, 26]. The simplified possibility of arranging the 

sensors on the blades [18] requires 15 single-axial sensors that measure only 

in the perpendicular direction to the blades’ surfaces. 

The accuracy of the coupled system depends significantly on the 

substructures’ FRF uncertainties. Methods based on the statistical properties 

of the experimental data calculate the uncertainty of the coupled system 

FRFs. Errors that develop during measurements can be classified in two 

types; systematic and random. 

The first kind, called systematic errors or bias errors, are those which 

systematically generate higher or lower values of measured quantities. The 

most common reasons for those errors are wrong calibration of equipment, 

positioning of sensors and influences from the surrounding environment. 

These types of errors can easily occur during careless measurements but it is 

also possible to reduce them if the design is performed with due caution. 

Other factors such as mass-loading, disregard of rotational DoFs, undefined 

effects in a shaker’s excitation, damping from the suspension and the 

attached cables can be regarded as bias error. However, despite the 

conscious of these errors it is difficult to detect and quantify them. 

The second type, random errors, is also called measurement noise and is 

fluctuations in signals. The main source is the measurement environment 

that causes random influences. The other reasons of noises can for example 

be induced by errors in digital measurement devices and analog-to-digital 

(A/D) signal conversion. 

A proper analysis of the uncertainty requires estimation of the inaccuracies’ 

propagation in the dynamic substructuring coupling process. More research 

about uncertainty propagation along with a proposal of the algorithm to 

calculate it can be found in [27]. The results show that the uncertainties in 

both a coupled FRF and an interface FRF are only determined by the 

resonance state of the coupled system. Contrary, internal FRFs are described 

by the resonances of both the coupled and decoupled system and their peaks 

can be noticed at the eigenfrequencies of both systems as well. 

A numerical approach implements latter practical difficulties. Errors on the 

interface description can be evoked by the sensors’ sizes and adjustments, 
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sensors’ mass loading and added stiffness, damping by the cables and 

limited signal resolution. Reduction of the errors’ effects during 

measurements can be achieved with implementation of the interface 

flexibility mode filtration technique [12]. Otherwise, erroneous numerical 

conditions can severely increase the minor errors in experimentally 

determined subsystems. The application of the uncertainty propagation 

method has been proved to be computationally efficient. 

When considering possibilities of application excitation on the considered 

system, the choice is usually between a modal shaker and an impact 

hammer. The shaker may provide more reliable data since the force can be 

applied with higher precision. Shaker testing also avoids measurement errors 

like double hammering which may occur due to high deflections while the 

utilization of hammer. The benefit of the hammer is that it is fast and 

conveniently mobile. 

2.3 Coupling 

The following derivation of coupling in different domains follows the 

notations in General Framework for Dynamic Substructuring by 

Rixen et al. [4]. More detailed explanations can be found in the notes from a 

tutorial course held at the 2016 IMAC-conference [28]. 

2.3.1 Physical model - Coupling 

A subsystem (s) which is characterized by mass, damping and stiffness can 

be mathematically formulated as 

                  ttttt sssss
gfuKuCuM  

 
(1) 

where the matrices M(s), C(s) and K(s) are the mass, damping and stiffness, 

respectively. The superscript (s) denotes the sth subsystem. Here, f(s) is the 

external forces, whereas g(s) is the internal connection forces between the 

other substructures and s. The vector u(s) is the displacement vector, that is, 

the degrees of freedom (DoFs). 

Before the system is assembled, the equations of all subsystems can be 

gathered in the matrix equation for the unassembled system, expressed as 

 gfKuuCuM  
 

(2) 

Here the time is omitted, as will be further on. M, C and K are all block-

diagonal matrices, with all subsystems as blocks on the diagonal. 

Two conditions are required for substructuring: compatibility condition (3) 

and equilibrium condition (4). For practical purposes, weakening of the 

compatibility is sometimes required. 
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 0Bu   (3) 

 0gL T
 (4) 

The compatibility condition implies that the displacement is equal for two 

different DoFs which describe the same node in the assembled structure. The 

matrix B contains the information about compatibility between DoFs. In 

most cases, the compatibility condition matrix B is a Boolean matrix, where 

each row of B corresponds to paired DoFs on the interface. As mentioned 

above, if the conditioned is weakened, the displacements do not have to be 

exactly equal. 

L is a Boolean localization matrix. The equilibrium condition in (4) states 

that the sum of the interface forces in g for pairing DoFs has to be zero [20]. 

To summarize, the total system, which is fitted together by the compatibility 

and equilibrium conditions is described by 

 















0gL

0Bu

gfKuuCuM

T



 (5) 

2.3.2 Primal Assembly – Physical Domain 

It is worth to note that the size of LT is equal to the sum of the number of 

pairs of interface DoFs and the number of non-interface DoFs. L connects 

the global DoFs q (a unique set of coordinates) to the local DoFs u. The 

latter can be expressed as 

 Lqu   (6) 

which, after insertion in (3), gives 

 q0BLq   (7) 

It has to hold for any set of DoFs. This leads to 

  
 









TT null

null

LB

BL
0BL  (8) 

So, L is the nullspace of B. Hence, the matrix B is unique. A unique set of 

DoFs q furthermore accomplish the compatibility condition. The equation of 

motion (2) together with the conditions (3) and (4) is then expressed as 
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Pre-multiplying with LT and using the equilibrium condition give the final 

equation for the primal assembly of the system 

 fuKuCuM
~~~~

   (10) 

where 
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2.3.3 Dual Assembly – Physical Domain 

Instead of decreasing the local DoFs to unique DoFs q, the system can be 

formulated by dual assembly. This holds that, each interface DoF appears as 

many times as the number of substructures connected through that DoF [20]. 

The interface forces g are given by relation  

  T
Bg   (12) 

where λ is called the Lagrange multiplier. The system can be assembled as 
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The equations can also be written in block-matrix format as 
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2.4 Coupling –Frequency Domain 

If the dynamics are known by measurements, the mass, the damping and the 

stiffness matrices are undefined. Convenient forms of presenting 

measurements are frequency response functions. In that case, it is preferable 

to work in the frequency domain. 
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A Fourier transformation on the physical model described by (2) is done. 

The equations become 

        
 

 













0gL

0Bu

gfuZ







T

j

 (15) 

where the structural impedance matrix Z, which is a combination of the 

unknown properties of mass, damping and stiffness, is defined as 

   KCMZ   jj 2
 (16) 

and j is the imaginary unit. Note that the system has to be in steady-state. 

In these equations, u, f and g contain harmonic responses and forces. 

The responses are in the form of the complex amplitudes. 

2.4.1 Primal Assembly – Frequency Domain 

Primal and dual assembly formulation can be derived analogously to the 

procedure in the physical domain before. The primal assembly becomes 

 fqZ
~~

  (17) 

where the matrices are defined as 
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 (18) 

The FRF solution for the coupled system is calculated by inverting the 𝐙 ̃ 

matrix. To sum up the calculations from substructure FRFs into coupled 

FRFs, totally three inversions are needed. Two inversions to derive the 

dynamic stiffness matrices of the subparts are needed and also one inversion 

to convert the dynamic stiffness matrix of the coupled system to an FRF [9]. 

2.4.2 Dual Assembly – Frequency Domain 

The interface forces g is again written as in (12). The dual assembly in 

block-matrix form is then 
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2.4.3 Experimental Formulation of the Dual Assembly 

The admittance or receptance matrix is defined as the inverse of the 

impedance. 

 1ZY  (20) 

From (19), the first row is considered and u is solved as 

  T1
BfZu  

 (21) 

and the equation with the admittance becomes 

  



T

T

YBYfu
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 (22) 

By inserting this equation in the compatibility condition (second row in 

(19)), an expression for λ can be derived. 
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Replacing λ in (22) with (23) then gives 

  

  fBYBYBYBYu

BYfBYBYBYfu

  
admittance  assembled

1TT

1TT









 (24) 

The expression in front of f is called the assembled admittance or 

receptance. It is only depending on the admittances Y of the substructures 

and the compatibility matrix B. The problem with this formula is that it 

contains an inverse operation. When there are measuring errors present, 

inverses may magnify the errors when calculated. 

2.5 Reduction and Component Mode Synthesis 

Mode shapes determined from experimental data are often in a reduced 

solution space. This means that the physical coordinates are reduced to 

a subset, which is called generalized coordinates. Reduction methods are 

important also for decreasing the size of calculations in an FE-problem. 
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Reduction is formulated with a block-diagonal matrix R, which has the n 

substructures’ reduction matrices on its diagonal. The vector of generalized 

coordinates is denote  𝜂. The approximation is written as 

     n
RRRRu ,,diag  where 1    (25) 

By inserting this expression for u in (1), the result is 

                ssssssss
rgfRKRCRM     (26) 

where the new vector r is a residual force vector. It describes the difference 

between the approximation and the exact solution. The next step is to 

assume that 
   0rR 

Ts
 in the reduction space. That means neglecting the 

discrepancy from the exact solution. 

Pre-multiplying both sides in (26) and introducing the subscript m (short for 

modal domain) gives 

 
mmmmm gfKCM     (27) 
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The compatibility condition is transformed to generalized coordinates by 

 BRB0B  mm   where  (29) 

As in the coupling in physical domain, there is a need for a unique set of 

coordinates  . The assembly matrix is called mL . 

  mL  (30) 

In a similar way of coupling in the physical domain, the coupled structure is 

described in the modal domain by the equation system 
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The reduction procedure implies weakening of the equilibrium condition of 

the interface forces. It is because the forces can only be vectors in the 

reduced space, a space which is the actual modal space. 

2.5.1 Primal Formulation - Reduction 

The primal formulation is achieved analogously to the previous derivations 

and the equations are 

 
mmmm fKCM

~~~~
    (32) 

where 
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2.5.2 Dual Formulation - Reduction 

The Lagrange multiplier   is used once more. Similar to (12), the 

expression for generalized coordinates becomes 

 mm Bg   (34) 

Pre-multiplying by T

mL  gives that 

   0gLBL  mmmm

TT   (35) 

Hence, the force equilibrium in (31) is satisfied, and the same equation 

system can be written as 
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or in matrix form 
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Examples of reduction methods are the MacNeal, Rubin, Craig-Chang and 

dual Craig-Bampton methods. 
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2.6 A Simple Example of Substructuring 

As an example, substructuring is applied to the small 3-DoF system in 

Figure 2. The middle mass is equal to 32 mm  . Each mass has a 

corresponding node. In this example, a load 1p  is applied to node 1, and the 

response 2u  is measured in node 2. A MATLAB code for this example is 

found in Appendix 1. 

 

Figure 2: The assembled/coupled structure A+B. 

 

a) b) 

Figure 3: The structure is divided into two parts: a) substructure A and b) substructure B. 

The middle mass in the assembled structure is divided in 2m  for 

substructure a) and 3m  for substructure b) in Figure 3. Both of the 

subsystems have 2 DoFs. Because B lacks node 1 and 2, the load is applied 

and the response is measured in node 3. 

The response of the coupled structure is calculated by use of the 

experimental formulation in (24). The result is shown in Figure 4. It is 

exactly consistent with an FRF directly made for the system in Figure 2. 

Before using the formula, the FRFs of the two uncoupled parts of 

the structure in Figure 3 have to be calculated. These FRFs are shown in 

Figure 5. It can be noticed that substructuring works, and has to be used, to 

couple two structures together. Simply adding the FRFs would not serve as 

an appropriate representation of reality. 
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Figure 4: FRF for the coupled system A+B. Response in node 2 for excitation in node 1. 

 

Figure 5: FRFs for the two individual substructures A and B. For A the response is in node 2 for 

excitation in node 1, and for B both excitation and response is in node 3. 
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2.7 Transmission Simulator 

A transmission simulator is a fixture on the interface of the experimentally 

studied substructure. It is an additional structure mounted in the same way as 

the substructure is assembled to another structure. Measurement concerns 

the structure with the attached transmission simulator. The influence of the 

transmission simulator is removed by decoupling of a created analytical 

model (FE-model). Both the actual physical fixture and an analytical model 

of the transmission simulator have to be built, which are additional work. 

This method also requires an increased number of modes in the measured 

frequency range due to the additional mass at the interface. 

This technique avoids measurement of forces and rotations at joining points. 

It also enables to reduce the amount of mode shapes. The advantage is that 

the interface’s behavior such as damping and stiffness of the joint are 

automatically included when the experiments are carried out. Better 

resemblance of the mode shapes, than free-mode shapes, to the motion of the 

coupled system is usually obtained [29]. 

Literature review about the substructuring techniques connected with 

mounted transmission simulator indicates “that if removed properly the 

resulting model will behave as the FE model” [18] of the wind turbine hub 

without a transmission simulator. Nevertheless, the experimental 

characterization is a better way to obtain a reliable representation of the 

dynamic behavior of the structure in comparison to the numerical model, 

because of the non-linear properties of the composite materials in the blade. 
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3. Method 

In this section, methods of data collections as well as information about the 

experimental setup and the computational procedures are presented. In the 

view of literature studies, the primary sources of information are conference 

proceedings and journal articles. Primary data are collected from 

experiments performed during this study. Additional contribution is 

achieved by the use of secondary data provided by the authors of previous 

substructuring studies on the Ampair 600 wind turbine. Therefore, the thesis 

gathers information from a relatively broad field of substructuring studies 

which also provides a deeper understanding of the substructuring 

techniques. 

3.1 Procedure Overview 

Laboratory measurements were performed according to the information in 

Table 1. Three experimental setups were involved: 

 The Ampair 600 hub with three blades (Figure 6). The excitations 

have been made on each blade in the seventh point (perpendicular to 

the blade). This is a reference measurement used to validate the 

substructuring method. 

 The two-bladed hub with different transmission simulator masses 

(Figure 7). The excitations have been made in eight DoFs with an 

exception of mass1489 where only seven DoFs have been excited. 

Twelve DoFs were measured, i.e. all three directions on four corners 

of a TS. 

 The single blade with different transmission simulator masses 

(Figure 8). 

Table 1: Information about measurement system and settings. 

Information Value 

Software Siemens LMS Test.Lab 14a 

Acquisition type MIMO Stepped Sine Testing 

Start frequency [Hz] 3.7 

Stop frequency [Hz] 500.05 

Step size [Hz] 0.15 

Number of steps 3310 

Force amplitude [N] 0.5 
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Figure 6: The Ampair 600 hub with three blades, together with the numbering of the blades. 

 

 

Figure 7: The two-bladed hub with transmission simulator mass. 

Blade 1 

Blade 3 

Blade 2 

Blade 2 

Blade 3 
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Figure 8: The single blade (Blade 1) with transmission simulator mass. 

Fundamental aspect of the substructuring methodology in this thesis is the 

use of a transmission simulator which acts as an additional mass. In this 

work the purpose of using a mass is to replace one blade and check the 

dynamic response of the structure due to excitation, while applying different 

weights of masses. Additionally, a vibrational test is performed on the 

comparison structure consisting of the whole three-bladed wind turbine hub. 

The structure is excited with a modal shaker and the response is measured 

by accelerometers placed in the corners of the masses and on the blades. 

Data obtained for all the experimental setups represent accelerations as 

Blade 1 
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functions of the excitation frequency (from which FRFs, necessary for the 

main substructuring task, are extracted). 

Decoupling of the transmission simulator is carried out through adding a 

negative version of it. The behavior of the missing blade is then added 

(coupled) to achieve the full dynamics of the hub together with three blades. 

The substructuring scheme of the wind turbine hub with a transmission 

simulator is depicted in Figure 9. As mentioned, the result can be validated 

through comparison with the measurements of the actual structure. The 

coupling consists of the two substructures, coupled over their common 

interface. In case of description of all the motions of a rigid interface, it is 

sufficient to have a minimum of 6 coupling DoFs. 

 

Figure 9: Scheme of transmission simulator (TS) decoupling, and single blade coupling. 

3.2 The Substructuring Configurations 

Combinations of results derived experimentally for both substructuring 

configurations are compared with measurements data for the whole wind 

turbine hub. In the wide perspective, the study is designated as qualitative. 

The hypothesis is tested on one structure with some variations of the 

transmission simulator. Therefore, there are limitations to the possibilities of 

generalizing the results. 

An inherent part of the study is the data of a single blade, which together 

with the measured two-bladed hub creates the assembled structure. The data 

of the single blade originate from measurements made by another group of 

colleagues, but it could of course have originated from an FE-model instead. 

The blade was hung in a fishing line of approximately 0.6-0.8 m length, see 

Figure 8 and Figure 10. The behavior of the transmission simulator is 

obtained by simulation of an FE-model. 

Measurements of the two-bladed hub structure were made for all the nodes 

but the excitations have been selected individually for each transmission 

simulator mass. The main reason of this exception is the inconvenience of 

applying the shaker in some DoFs. When one coupling point with six DoFs 

is used, at least six excitations are required for calculation of the coupling 

point accelerances. Seven or eight DoFs were excited during the 

measurements, which lead to an overdetermined equation system to solve 

for each TS. 

TS TS 
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Figure 10: Measurement on the single blade (Blade 1). Data from measurements with the particular 

TS in this figure are not included because attachment of the shaker was not possible from above 

(z-direction). 

3.3 Experimental Setups 

In this work two setups undergo careful examination: the three-bladed hub 

and the two-bladed hub with the transmission simulator. The accelerance 

FRFs matrices for the three-bladed hub as well as for the two-bladed 

structure were obtained experimentally in the LMS software. This operating 

program serves to record and transform all the former responses in the 

frequency domain to retrieve FRFs. The next step was to export data and 

information to MATLAB (as .mat files). One file for every measurement 

(every excitation) was created. 

The experimental setups aim to simulate free boundary conditions. 

Therefore, according to previous studies [26], the most advisable position to 

measure the structures in is suspension by fishing lines. A close-up 

presentation of the hanging is shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12 (also in 

Figure 10 for the single blade). The upper ends of the fishing lines were tied 

in the roof, which gave an effective length of more than two meters for the 

2- and 3-bladed hub measurements. This solution allows for almost free 

vibrations due to reduced influences of surrounding. In order to diminish 

influence of damping from the cables attached to the sensors special care has 

been taken to adjust the cables in order to not trigger additional movement 

of the structure. The way that cables were secured can be seen in Figure 13. 
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In the sense of measuring accelerations, the research method is determined 

to be quantitative. Special concern is put into attachment of the sensors with 

great caution to reserve the symmetry of the sensors distribution on the 

blades. 

As common practice, an electromagnetic shaker was used as the source of 

excitation and accelerometers delivered the output signals. The excitation 

force was applied on an impedance head that was attached to the node 

chosen to be excited in a specific direction. In order to measure response in 

the excitation point, the impedance head also has an output for acceleration. 

 

Figure 11: Suspension of the three-bladed hub. The black and yellow tape protects the fishing line 

from sharp edges. 
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Figure 12: The response on the back side of the hub is measured with three tri-axial sensors. The 

black and yellow tape protects the fishing line from sharp edges. 

 

 

Figure 13: The measurement system. 
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3.3.1 Accelerometers (Sensors) 

The sensing measurement equipment consists of accelerometers placed on 

the blades, hub and in the corners of the mass-load. The nodes on the blades 

were marked in previous work with the testbed. Not all marked nodes were 

used since it would have been too many sensors on the 3-bladed hub. 

Sensors measured responses for the specific load excitation. For measuring 

the behavior of the transmission simulator masses, single-axial sensors were 

attached on three sides close to each corner. The sensors were measuring the 

acceleration perpendicular to the surface of the mass. The nodes on the 

masses were determined by the point where the three sensors’ axes intersect. 

Single-axial sensors (spread along the front side of the blade) and only one 

tri-axial sensor (on the tip of each blade) were used on the blades. 

Cables attached to the sensors were organized into separate sets to prevent 

the structure from any external constrictions of the move or strained 

position. All the signals from sensors’ outputs were collected by the 

acquisition systems that co-operated with the computer laboratory software. 

An amplifier was connected between the master acquisition system and the 

shaker. 

3.3.2 Transmission Simulators (Masses) 

The system of two-bladed hub is connected with different transmission 

simulators (TSs). That single mass-load is applied to the hub to simulate 

how the wind turbine would be affected by the specified design of the blade. 

The manufactured mass-loads are presented in Figure 14. The middle mass 

is made of aluminium and the other two are made of steel. This set consists 

of three mass-loads which are assumed to be rigid bodies in the frequency 

range used during the measurements, what implicates only six modes (rigid 

body modes) for the TS structures. 

The additional mass-load is assembled with three bolts to the empty bracket 

on the hub (the same place as the single blade would be fixed). A loose 

bracket is shown in Figure 15. The bracket and bolts are in fact considered 

to be a part of the transmission simulator. Also the mass of the 

accelerometers needs to be considered as parts of the TS. In order to 

facilitate correct placement of the sensors, threaded holes were made close 

to each corner (one hole for each sensor). The holes were also suitable for 

attaching the impedance head, which the force was excited through. A small 

screw was screwed in every hole where a sensor was to be placed. The 

accelerometers were glued on the head of each screw. The masses for the 

2-bladed hub are mounted in such a way that the sensors are mainly facing 

the front side, see Figure 7. 
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Figure 14: Transmission simulator masses used for the measurements of two-bladed hub. 

 

  

a) b) 

Figure 15: The bracket for assembling a transmission simulator, front view (a) and side view (b). 

Table 2: Masses of parts measured with a digital scale. 

Part Mass [g] Mass [kg] 

Mass free bracket 389.7 0.3897 

Mass bolt with nut and washer 28.7 0.0287 

Mass small screw 1.2 0.0012 

Mass sensor 1.8 0.0018 

TS mass2923 2923.7 2.9237 

TS mass1489 1487.7 1.4877 

TS mass825 826.6 0.8266 

The weights of all the parts of the TSs were measured with a digital scale, 

see Table 2. 

Experimental measurements for the single-blade were performed with the 

use of two transmission simulator masses, see Figure 16. They were 

assembled to the single blade with the very bracket in Figure 15. The hole in 

the middle of each mass fits the shaft on the bracket. An internal hex socket 

head screw fixates the mass to the shaft. The small hole on the shaft of the 

bracket is used for attachment of fishing line. 

’mass1489’ ’mass825’ (Aluminium) ’mass2923’ P1 

P2 P3 

P4 

P25 
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a) b) 

Figure 16: Mass loads for the single blade, a) mass1886 and b) mass2474. 

The excitation was performed for each transmission simulator mass on at 

least three points (7-8 DoFs), while the responses were measured by eleven 

accelerometers (13 DoFs) attached to each blade. The results are FRFs for 

the excitation points and the blades’ points where sensors are attached. 

3.3.3 Coordinate System and Numbering of Nodes and Blades 

For each blade, a local coordinate system was used according to Figure 17. 

Origin is placed at the intersection between the center line in the bracket 

shaft and the base plane of the bracket. The coupling point for a blade is in 

the origin. The x-axis is along the blade, pointing to the tip. The z-axis is 

pointing out of the front plane of the blade. The y-axis is defined according 

to the right-hand rule. Rotations (u, v and w) are defined around each axis 

(x, y and z, respectively), also right-hand rule. 

The TSs’ nodes are numbered counterclockwise starting from the bottom 

right corner (viewed from the main side). The numbering system is also 

displayed in Figure 14, Figure 15 and Figure 16 a) for both types of TSs. 

P25 in Figure 15 is the point where a tri-axial sensor is placed (on the top of 

the shaft). The sensor can also be seen in Figure 10. 

There were 20 pre-marked points on the blades previously made with help of 

a measuring machine. Eleven nodes on each blade were used for attachment 

of sensors during the measurements. The locations of the basic node 

numbers are specified in Figure 18. Depending on which blade and which 

measurement, the DoFs were defined a bit differently. One node can have up 

to three DoFs, separated by an x/y/z extension to the name of the point. 

’mass2474’ 
’mass1886’ 

P21 

P22 P23 

P24 
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Figure 17: Definition of local coordinate system on a blade. 

For the 2-bladed and 3-bladed hub measurements, the blade DoFs are 

separated by using 100-, 200- and 300-series numbering for blade 1, 2 and 3, 

respectively. All blades are physically marked with a longer name according 

to Table 3. Figure 6, Figure 7 and Figure 8 show how the blades were 

ordered during the measurements. 

Hub DoFs are in the 400-series. P401 is the node closest to blade 1 and so 

on. DoFs for the single blade measurements were numbered according to the 

simple numbering in Figure 18. All measured and excited DoFs for all 

setups are accounted for in Table 11 (2-bladed), Table 12 (3-bladed) and 

Table 13 (single blade) in Appendix 2. 

Table 3: Numbering and denotation of the blades. 

Blade Number Denotation on the Blade 

Blade 1 B907 

Blade 2 B893 

Blade 3 B906 

 

x 

y 

z 
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Figure 18: Used nodes on the blades for attaching sensors. 

3.4 Simulations in SimXpert and MSC NASTRAN 

A numerical simulation for each of the TS structures has been made by 

using MSC NASTRAN, which computes FRFs for models made in 

SimXpert. The models are simplified compared to the real structures. 

In Figure 19, a picture of the model for TS mass2923 is shown. The 

mass-load is modelled as a solid block, with only a cut-out for the bracket. 

The bracket is modelled with straight edges and shape, whereas in reality the 

top part of the bracket is arc-shaped. Bolts, screws, nuts and washers are not 

directly modelled in SimXpert. For this reason, rigid body elements (RBE2) 

were added between the mass and the top of the bracket to simulate the 

bolts’ locking behavior. Nodes on the base of the bracket were collocated 

and merged with nodes on the mass. Therefore the locking was implicitly 

achieved. 

Table 4: Material data for simulations and modelling. 

Material Density [kg/m3] 

Young’s 

Modulus [Pa] 

Poisson’s 

Ratio 

Aluminium 2700 69⋅109 0.33 

Steel 7800 210⋅109 0.3 
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Figure 19: Overview of the largest TS (mass2923) as modelled in SimXpert. 

Specific compensations were made to improve the model of the TS. The 

physical dimensions were measured with a caliper and an electronic scale 

was used to measure the weights of the components. The parts were 

modelled in SolidWorks, both as the shape of the real parts, and as the 

simplified shapes in SimXpert. The same densities, see Table 4, were used 

as in SimXpert. The built in tool for calculating masses and mass moments 

of inertia in SolidWorks was utilized. Masses of subparts are presented in 

Table 5. The only loose bracket available to measure on a scale has a shaft 

sticking out, which shows in Figure 15. ‘Shaft_part_outside_bracket’ is a 

model of that part of the shaft. Later, the mass of the shaft part has to be 

subtracted from the bracket in order to get the real weight. 

Table 5: Masses of parts modelled in SolidWorks. 

Part Name Mass [g] Mass [kg] 

Mass2923_simplified 2976.8 2.9768 

Mass1489_simplified 1542.4 1.5424 

Mass825_simplified 839.3 0.8393 

Bracket_alu_and_steel_with_screw_ends 354.1 0.3541 

Shaft_part_outside_bracket 100.6 0.1006 

 

Coupling Point 
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Figure 20: Mass2923 modelled in SolidWorks. 

The simplified masses correspond exactly between FE-model and 

SolidWorks-model. The model of mass2923 is shown in Figure 20. In the 

FE-model, the bracket only consists of aluminium. In SolidWorks, it was 

modelled with accessories, i.e. bolts, nuts and washers. It is shown in  

Figure 21. The middle parts of the bolts were omitted because the masses are 

modelled as solids. The shaft that connects the bracket to the hub is made of 

steel and it was also taken into account. 

The mass differences were calculated in Excel, and added in form of a 

concentrated mass (CONM2) to the coupling node in SimXpert. The data for 

the element are displayed in Table 6. Offset was used in order not to change 

the centre of gravity (CoG). Also mass moments of inertia were used. The 

detailed calculation of differences is given in Table 14 and Table 15 in 

Appendix 3. 

Finally, the mass was compensated with the difference between the model 

and the total mass that was measured with a scale in the laboratory. A 

concentrated mass without mass moment of inertia were used for that 

purpose. No offset from the coupling point were used for this CONM2-

element. The calculations of the mass differences are shown in Table 16, 

Table 17 and Table 18 in Appendix 3 for the individual TSs. 
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Figure 21: The bracket with parts of bolts, as modelled in SolidWorks. 

Simulations are run in MSC NASTRAN by SOL108, Direct Frequency 

Response Analysis. The results obtained from the simulations are 

displacements for excitations in all six DoFs in the coupling point. Taking 

into account that a 1N force was applied to the models, the receptances are 

equal to the displacements. The separate modelling by finite element is 

required for the transmission simulator only in the same frequency range as 

the experimental measurement was made. Structural damping of 1 % was 

used throughout the simulations. 

In order to verify the behavior of the TSs, Modal Analysis (SOL103) was 

performed as a first step. The Modal Analysis is a lot faster to run than 

SOL108. The results were appropriate movements for the eigenfrequencies. 
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Table 6: Values of the concentrated mass to add in the SimXpert model to compensate for the 

differences between the bracket models. 

Concentrated mass to add 

 Value Unit 

Mass 0.13674 kg 

Ixx 0.000058 kg m2 

Iyy 0.000291 kg m2 

Izz 0.000296 kg m2 

CoG x 0.03496 m 

CoG y 0 m 

CoG z -0.00300 m 

3.5 Calculations in MATLAB 

The decoupling and coupling procedures are programmed in MATLAB. 

The code is available in Appendix 4. 

The procedure steps are: 

 To import and extract data; 

 To calculate accelerances between the coupling point and the 

measured nodes on the 2-bladed hub; 

 To decouple the transmission simulators from the measurements; 

 To couple the data of the missing blade to the 2-bladed hub. 

Computations are based on accelerances. The calculations considering the 

coupling point are made with the assumption of rigid body motion of 

the TSs. The simulation data are imported in form of receptances, and is 

converted to accelerances before being saved. The scripts are coded with Y 

to denote accelerances, even if A would have been a more natural notation. 

All the calculations work analogously if the input data are converted to 

receptances though. In that case, the result would of course be in form of 

receptances. Considering that the output from LMS is accelerances, those 

were chosen instead of receptances throughout the programming in 

MATLAB. 
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3.5.1 Overview 

This thesis presents five main m-files with scripts. Appendix 4 contains an 

overview of the main programs in addition to all the MATLAB code. The 

files are run in the following order: 

 Main_FRF_data_extraction.m - calculates partitions of the 

accelerances matrix connected to the coupling point. Two matrices 

are important for later decoupling; they are saved to a file. The two 

matrices are the accelerances for excitations in the coupling point 

with responses on the other nodes on the blades/hub and also the 

matrix with responses in the coupling point itself. For every set of 

measurement data, i.e. every TS, the calculations are controlled by 

the function ‘frf_data_extraction’. 

 Main_import_sim_data.m - extracts the data from the simulation of 

a TS (a punch file from NASTRAN). The script assembles the data 

in a 3D-matrix and saves it to a file. Sub-sub-function ‘readpunch’ 

is not displayed in this thesis due to copyright (written by Thomas 

Abrahamsson 2011-12-23, modified 2012-08-29). 

 Main_decoupling.m - decouples the TSs from the experimental data. 

It reads the data (accelerances matrices) produced by the two above 

files. Results are saved to a file. 

 Main_extract_3bladed.m – extracts the data from the measurements 

of the 3-bladed hub and saves it to a file. 

 Main_couple - couples the decoupled substructures to each other 

(the single blade and the two-bladed hub). The decoupled data 

(accelerances matrices) are read. All the combinations of data for 

the substructures are tested (one set for each TS). In total, there are 

six such combinations (two times three TSs). The result is saved to a 

file. 

3.5.2 Data Extraction 

The FRFs stemming from measurement are exported as MATLAB files 

(.mat) and presented in the result section. One file for every measurement, 

i.e. for every excitation, is saved. The files are distinguished by the node and 

direction of excitation in the file name (e.g. *exc_1x.mat). All the files 

contain one structure array called ‘FRF’, which includes all necessary 

information from LMS. While the needed accelerances matrices are built, 

the data are accessed and extracted from the structure ‘FRF’. 3D-matrices 

are convenient to use in this case. 
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The responses in the file from LMS are not stored in the wanted order of 

DoFs. Therefore the matrices have to be rearranged. This is done by the 

function ‘rearrange_matrix’. The output from LMS is stored in m/s2N even 

if the unit in the LMS-file specifies the unit as g/N. Hence, no conversion 

factor has to be used because the SI-units are used in the calculations. 

The results of the simulations of the transmission simulators are saved in 

punch files (.pch). The script ‘Main_import_sim_data’ is used to convert the 

data in one punch file to a 3D-matrix in MATLAB. 

3.5.3 Accelerances for Excitations in the Coupling Point 

The accelerance matrices for the measurements are not used in their full 

ensemble. The needed partitions of them are built by both extracted data and 

calculated data. 

Responses are known for the nodes on the measured structure due to 

excitations (of some of the nodes) on the TSs. For decoupling a TS, it is 

necessary to have the accelerances of the nodes in the coupling point due to 

excitation on the blades and on the hub. Thus, reciprocity is used; otherwise 

it is not possible to calculate them. The reason is lack of excitation 

measurements for the nodes on the blades and on the hub. Neither were the 

DoFs in the coupling point possible to excite. However, the latter 

accelerances can be calculated by assumption of rigid body motion of 

the TSs. 

Transformation matrices (T_* in the code) describes a relationship between 

the coupling point and the nodes on a TS. For a node on the TS, there is a 

displacement u due to a displacement ucoupling point of the coupling point. The 

transformation matrix T for such a displacement is shown in (38), and it has 

been linearized for simplification. A more complicated relationship with 

dependency on sine and cosine of the rotations holds the exact solution. 
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(38) 

The same relationship (transformation matrix) is also valid for accelerations 

and accelerances. For each frequency, the accelerances are direct 
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proportional to the receptances with the factor 
2 . When DoFs are 

measured on different nodes, the transformation matrix needs to be 

assembled with the same number of rows as the number of measurements. 

Each row corresponds to the direction of the measured DoF, with the 

coordinates  111 ,, zyx  for that specific node inserted in T. 

In the following calculations the first index is the structure for response, and 

the second is the excitation. C stands for coupling node, and TS stands for 

transmission simulator. 

The receptance matrices Y are defined as 

 
CTSCTSCTS ufY   (39) 

 
TSTSTSTSTSTS ufY   (40) 

which are the relations between an excitation with force f and the response 

u. The forces are in fact the same. They are independent of the response, and 

only depend on the place of excitation, i.e. 

 
TSTSCTS ff   (41) 

According to the description about the transformation matrix above, 

and (38), the following relation of rigid body motion is defined. 

 
TSTSCTSTSC uuT   (42) 

Inserting (39) and (40) in (42) and using (41) gives 

 
TSTSCTSTSC YYT   (43) 

The needed matrix is not the responses in the coupling point due to 

excitations on the TS. It is the opposite, so reciprocity is demanded, i.e. 

 T

CTSTSC YY   (44) 

The “direct” matrices, i.e. response on TS due to excitation in TS are (and 

the same goes for the coupling point C): 

 
CCCCCC ufY   (45) 

 
TSCTSCTSC ufY   (46) 

In analogously manner as above, the following equation is achieved. 

 
TSCCCTSC YYT   (47) 
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In MATLAB, the needed inversions are done with the backslash command 

(\). This computation solves the searched matrices CTSY  and CCY  in (43) and 

in (47) respectively. Use of the reciprocity in (44) is also needed between 

those equations. In MATLAB code, this can be written as 

Y_C_TS=T_TS_C\Y_TS_TS 

Y_TS_C=Y_C_TS’ 
Y_C_C=T_TS_C\Y_TS_C 

3.5.4 Accelerances for Excitations on the Blades 

The matrix BTSY  is directly obtained from the measurements. Using 

reciprocity, the partition TSBY  is obtained. 

 T

BTSTSB YY   (48) 

Analogously as (43), the following expression is gained. 

 
TSBCBTSC YYT   (49) 

By using the reciprocity (48), an equation for CBY  is formed. 

 T

BTSCBTSC YYT   (50) 

This equation is directly solved in MATLAB as before; 

Y_C_B=T_TS_C\Y_B_TS’ 

As mentioned before, input data in form of accelerances instead of 

receptances are used in the code. 

3.5.5 Decoupling of the Transmission Simulator from the 2-Bladed Hub 

The decoupling is in principle carried out by the use of the experimental 

formulation of coupling in frequency domain as presented in (24). The 

receptance matrix Y is partitioned in a similar way to the work by 

Voormeeren and Rixen in [13]. By partitioning and applying forces in the 

TS’s DoFs, the following expression is achieved. 
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where the superscript denotes the structure; tsb is the blade structure with a 

TS, ts is data stemming from the simulations of a TS, and b is the wanted 

structure (the 2-bladed hub). The subscript is as before the response due to 

an excitation. 

The decoupled receptance matrix partition for the coupling point itself is 

also needed. It is calculated by applying forces in the coupling point. 
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  (52) 

3.5.6 Coupling of the 2-Bladed Hub with the Single Blade 

To couple the two structures determined by partitions of their accelerance 

matrices, the experimental coupling formulation in (24) is used. The 

following expression for the coupled structure is extracted. 

   BYBYBYBYY
1TT 

coupled
 (53) 

Two matrices are needed. The block-diagonal matrix with accelerances Y is 

assembled. The compatibility matrix B is made. For each coupling DoFs on 

one structure there is a 1 in the same element in B and for the other structure 

there is a corresponding -1. All matrices are sorted by their DoFs in the 

order: single blade, second blade, third blade and hub DoFs. The DoFs on 

each blade are in ordered from lower to higher number. The coupling DoFs 

are placed before each substructure’s DoFs in the MATLAB code. The 

ordering of the DoFs is of course possible to choose, as long as the chosen 

order is followed through the program. 

The matrix 
coupled

Y  is a 60 by 60 by 3310 3D matrix in MATLAB. It is first 

reduced to a 48 by 48 by 3310 matrix by deleting the twelve rows and 

columns which are related to the coupling DoFs. Then the columns (4, 17, 

30) corresponding to excitations in P107, P207 and P307 are picked out. The 

result is an accelerance matrix of the size 48 by 3 by 3310. This part of the 

matrix is chosen to be extracted because those three points were excited 

when the three-bladed hub structure was measured experimentally. 

Therefore these columns contain all the information which is possible to 

compare. 
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4. Results and Analysis 

This section presents results of the laboratory measurements, numerical 

decoupling procedure, simulations and models performed in NASTRAN and 

MATLAB software. Analysis of data both directly from measurements and 

from calculations is made. 

4.1 Measurements of the 3-Bladed Hub 

Primary analysis of the FRFs from measurements includes selecting the 

eigenfrequencies in LMS and comparison of the FRFs. The procedure of 

comparing experimental measurements is presented in Table 7. Some of the 

FRFs are picked and divided in three groups to make comparisons. For the 

3-bladed hub there are in total 144 measured FRFs, which can be used for 

comparisons and/or verification. 

Table 7: Procedure of comparison of the FRFs from different excitations. 

Comparison Response Excitation 

 P209 vs P309 (Blade 2, 3) P107 (Blade 1) 

Group 1 P109 vs P309 (Blade 1, 3) P207 (Blade 2) 

 P109 vs P209 (Blade 1, 2) P307 (Blade 3) 

 P107 vs P207 P207 and P107 

Group 2 P107 vs P307 P307 and P107 

 P207 vs P307 P307 and P207 

Group 3 P107 vs P207 vs P307 P107 and P207 and P307 

Group 1 in Table 7 relates the responses in the same chosen point on 

different blades due to the same excitation applied on each blade. The plots 

in Figure 22, Figure 23 and Figure 24 present responses for two blades in 

point 9 due to an excitation in point 7 on the third blade. All the figures 

present roughly similar FRFs. The plots have many peaks in almost the same 

frequencies but their amplitudes are different and the same goes for the anti-

resonances. This is also present in Table 8, where the eigenfrequencies, 

which were picked in LMS for each blade, are shown. For all the examples it 

is possible to notice that most of the chosen eigenfrequencies values are 

almost reduplicated. This states the similarity in behaviors for the excitations 

on each blade. 

The blades of the wind turbine are similar and have the same twist. The 

system is not fully symmetric because of that. Both curves do not follow the 

same shape in other regions because of this non-symmetry of the structure. 

To give symmetry to the structure, the blades would have to be mirrored. In 

fact, the blades could not even be twisted if the structure was fully 
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symmetric with three blades. The behaviors shown by the graphs are 

somewhat similar because they are though almost identical copies of each 

other. 

 

Figure 22: Responses on the blade 2 and 3 due to the excitation on blade 1. 

 

Figure 23: Responses on the blade 1 and 3 due to the excitation on blade 2. 
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Figure 24: Responses on the blade 1 and 2 due to the excitation on blade 3. 
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Table 8: Eigenfrequencies due to the excitation in point 7 on the blade no. 1, 2 and 3. 

Mode 
Eigenfrequencies [Hz] 

Blade 1 Blade 2 Blade 3 

1 4.44 4.66 4.47 

2 19.06 18.92 19.06 

3 24.06 20.99 26.34 

4 26.29 26.57 27.99 

5 29.14 27.56  

6 53.54 53.26 53.23 

7 68.67 60.49 68.69 

8 92.89 68.63 92.95 

9 145.45 92.84 146.35 

10 172.58 145.44 167.43 

11 187.71 166.41 182.49  

12 192.78  179.42 190.38 

13 249.44 189.77 247.66 

14 257.57 249.36 259.11 

15 286.01 259.06 285.06 

16 321.00 286.21 320.56 

17 332.72 294.65 331.41 

18 356.49 321.05 377.06 

19 377.05 330.93 392.45 

20 450.90 395.62 436.80 

21 461.65 452.40 453.92 

22 483.64 459.42 458.97 

23 - 485.69 - 

The cross responses/excitations in the second group in Table 7 is for 

comparing some reciprocity properties of the 3-bladed hub measurements. 

The FRFs are displayed in Figure 25, Figure 26 and Figure 27. The graphs 

show a very similar behavior for most frequencies. 

The last comparison in Table 7 is group 3. It covers the direct accelerances 

for the three excitations that were made. The FRFs are shown in Figure 28. 

The curves reveal a very similar dynamic direct point response, when the 

3-bladed hub is excited. This means that the blades most likely have a 

similar behavior, and that the hub is made with high rotationally symmetry. 
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Figure 25: Cross comparison of response on blade 1 and 2 due to excitation in the other node. 

 

 

Figure 26: Cross comparison of response on blade 1 and 3 due to excitation in the other node. 
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Figure 27: Cross comparison of response on blade 2 and 3 due to excitation in the other node. 

 

 

Figure 28: Comparison of direct response in node 7 on blade 1, 2 and 3 in the 3-bladed hub. 
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4.2 Measurements of the 2-Bladed Hub with a Transmission Simulator 

Mass 

The plot in Figure 29 presents responses in point 9 (P209) on blade 2 due to 

the excitation on the transmission simulator mass in node 2 (z-direction). In 

some parts the FRFs show similarities, and in other parts they differ in 

appearance. The FRF related to mass2923 is for example clearly different 

between approximately 100-400 Hz. The eigenfrequencies were picked in 

LMS and are reported in Table 9. 

 

Figure 29: FRF curves for point 9 on blade 2 due to excitation in 2z on the TSs from measurements on 

the 2-bladed hub. 
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Table 9: Eigenfrequencies due to the excitation.in the z-direction on each of the TS masses. 

Mode 
Eigenfrequencies [Hz] 

mass829 mass1489 mass2923 

1 4.25 3.99 3.83 

2 18.96 20.46 14.17 

3 23.39 23.14 16.45 

4 27.00 42.48 22.03 

5 62.70 61.66 26.31 

6 73.88 69.94 62.50 

7 120.29 72.49 70.76 

8 132.51 114.10 72.81 

9 157.28 117.99 139.02 

10 167.80 155.98 154.30 

11 184.82 168.84 194.18 

12 262.47 185.03 254.28 

13 275.72 222.00 266.16 

14 302.47 253.77 289.29 

15 324.49 263.72 303.86 

16 373.12 281.89 314.02 

17 393.81 309.98 339.44 

18 444.99 331.12 367.39 

19 458.81 368.78 438.34 

20 - 440.37 455.93 

21 - 459.79 466.70 

4.3 Simulations of Transmission Simulators 

The first eigenfrequencies (except rigid body modes) are shown in Table 10. 

These eigenfrequencies was calculated with SOL103 Modal Analysis. The 

higher frequency of mass1489 compared to mass825 is due to smaller width 

of the mass and different material (aluminium instead of steel). The lowest 

eigenfrequency is for TS mass2923. It has a substantial separation from the 

range (up to 500 Hz) that the experimental measurements are carried out in. 
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Table 10: The first eigenfrequencies (elastic modes) of the TSs found by Modal Analysis (SOL103). 

Transmission Simulator mass2923 mass1489 mass825 

First Eigenfrequency [Hz] 3464 7749 4858 

The direct FRFs from simulations of TS mass2923 are displayed in  

Figure 30 and Figure 31. The RDoFs’ amplitudes are considerable higher 

than the TDoFs’ amplitudes for most frequencies. The TDoFs’ accelerances 

are almost constant over the frequency range. One antiresonance frequency 

at about 470 Hz is found for the RDoF v, i.e. rotation around the y-axis. 

 

Figure 30: TDoFs’ direct accelerances for mass2923 stemming from simulations. 
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Figure 31: RDoFs’ direct accelerances for mass2923 stemming from simulations. 

4.4 Coupling of Data from the 2-Bladed Hub and the Single Blade 

After coupling two substructures to each other, all the direct and cross 

responses for excitation in all nodes are acquired. For validation of the 

technique, some of the FRFs are compared to the measured FRFs on the 

three-bladed hub. Those measurements were conducted by exciting P107, 

P207 and P307. Therefore it is only possible to compare the FRFs for 

excitations in those nodes. As an example, response in P212 for excitation in 

P107 is presented in Figure 32. The data are from the decoupled mass2923 

and mass2474 measurements. 

The six combinations of decoupling data for P212 are divided in two figures, 

one for mass1886 (Figure 33) and one for mass2474 (Figure 34). It is 

obvious that the curves are dissimilar. 
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Figure 32: Comparison between the resulting FRF (amplitude of accelerance) after coupling and the 

FRF from measurement. The graphs are responses in P212 due to excitations in P107. The 

substructures were decoupled from TS mass2923 and TS mass2474 before coupling. 

 

Figure 33: Accelerance amplitudes for measurements of the two-bladed hub decoupled from the three 

different TS masses and combined (coupled) with the data from a single blade decoupled from the TS 

mass1886. The measurement of the 3-bladed hub is added as reference curve (Measured data). 
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Figure 34: Accelerance amplitudes for measurements of the two-bladed hub decoupled from the three 

different TS masses and combined (coupled) with the data from a single blade decoupled from the TS 

mass2474. The measurement of the 3-bladed hub is added as reference curve (Measured data). 
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5. Discussion 

An import assumption in this thesis is the rigid body motion of the TSs. This 

approach is utilized to calculate FRFs for the coupling node from 

experimental data. It can be seen as a non-collocated method, though a 

simple type. It was made by assembling a transformation matrix between the 

coupling point and the measured DoFs on a TS. This matrix is frequency 

independent, but depends on the geometry of the TS (the locations of the 

sensors). Errors related to measuring the locations of the accelerometers 

influence the result; the magnitude of the influence has not been investigated 

in this work though. More sophisticated non-collocated decoupling methods 

available in the literature are recommended to test in future work. 

On the contrary to rigid body assumption, simulation data for the standalone 

TSs are used during decoupling. The data show that the TSs do not only 

have rigid body motion in the studied frequency range. The differences lead 

to an error, which is introduced in the matrix inversion during decoupling. A 

more detailed assessment of this type of error was out of the scope for this 

thesis. One possible improvement may be to employ the information from 

the simulations to the calculation of the FRFs in the coupling point from 

measured data (instead of assuming rigid body motion). This approach 

would lead to a dynamic (frequency dependent) transformation matrix. 

The interaction between the bracket and a mass was simulated partly by 

merging nodes on the base and the cutout, and partly by rigid body elements 

(RBE2) on the top part of the bracket. In reality, there is both contact and 

space between the bracket and a mass, and they are fixed together by three 

bolts. The structural damping inside the TSs is somehow dependent on the 

tightening of the bolts. Hence the tightening of the bolts may affect the 

dynamic behavior, but it is not imagined to be of significant order. One 

percent damping was used in the models. To calibrate the models, the 

damping can be measured experimentally. 

The models can also be improved by adding more details, replacing the 

concentrated masses which were used for taking the simplifications into 

account. It would lead to weakened computational efficiency though. It is 

also somehow conflicting with the key philosophy of the transmission 

simulator method. A TS should be easy to model with the FEM, otherwise it 

may be better to model the substructure directly instead of using the 

transmission simulator method. 

Frequency based substructuring (FBS) is sensitive to errors as reported in 

the theory chapter. All the calculations in this thesis were made in frequency 

domain. An alternative way is to perform substructuring in the modal 

domain. This may filter some measurement noise and lead to better result. It 

would be interesting to use the same experimental data with a modal based 

method besides FBS. However, substructuring in the frequency domain 
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gives a more precise description of the dynamic behavior than substructuring 

in the modal domain. 

Only two and three TS masses were used for the single and the 2-bladed hub 

respectively. More masses were planned to be used, but the measurements 

and the manufacturing of the masses were too time consuming. For the 

single blade, three smaller masses were actually measured, in addition to the 

two used in the calculations. Due to geometrical problems, the x-directions 

of the smaller TSs could not be excited. Therefore the full accelerance 

matrix for the coupling point was not possible to calculate for them. A 

recommendation for future work is to manufacture more masses to test with. 

The structures were hanged in fishing lines to imitate free-free condition. 

The 2- and 3-bladed hubs were hanged in a relatively long (>2 m) fishing 

line, giving low stiffness of the hanging. The single blade had a shorter 

fishing line (0.6-0.8 m), leading to a stiffer situation. The suspension always 

influence experimental measurements, and especially the single blade 

measurement data risked distortion by the hanging. 

The laboratory work demanded patience and were carefully carried out. 

Time was spent on checking the setups before starting every measurement. 

Some mistakes were realized and corrected during the checking procedure. 

Nevertheless, it cannot be entirely guaranteed that all issues were 

discovered. Even a small problem in the measurements may lead to large 

errors in the final result. There would be a higher risk of mistakes if the 

measurements were conducted in a more stressful environment than the 

university laboratory. 
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6. Conclusion 

A study of the experimental substructuring method using transmission 

simulators (TSs) was performed. It was found that the final numerical results 

are noncompatible with the results from measurements of the reference 

structure. Moreover, FRFs from different TSs (coupled data) also lack 

correspondence between each other. No size of the TSs was therefore found 

to be better or worse compared to the others. 

There are several possible causes to the differences between the calculated 

and measured FRFs. These include measurement errors, sensitiveness of the 

frequency based (de)coupling method, non-valid assumption of rigid body 

motion of the TSs, mistakes during measurement and problems in the 

simulation data. 

Data from measurements of the 3-bladed hub show a well-balanced behavior 

of the structure. Additionally, the reciprocity of the accelerance matrix for 

this data is determined to be satisfactory. 

Simulation data of the TSs display some differences to assumed rigid body 

motion. The differences are mainly present for some rotational degrees of 

freedom. 

The conclusion from the total errors in the outcome can only be to work 

with great caution if the transmission simulator method is utilized similarly 

in the same way as in this thesis. It cannot be recommended to use data from 

(de)coupled calculations, if there is no other way of verifying the results. 
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Appendix 1: MATLAB Code for the Simple Theory 

Example of Substructuring (4 pages) 

MAIN PROGRAM ‘Substructuring_theory_example’ 

 
% Example on substructuring of two 2-DOF systems. 
% FBS coupling in separate function. 
% Modified 2016-06-07 

  
clc; clear all; close all; 

  
%% INDATA 

  
% Frequency input 
frequency=[1:0.1:500]; 
% Circular frequency 
omega=2*pi*frequency; 
% Masses 
m1=2; 
m2=1; 
m3=1; 
m4=2; 
% Stiffnesses 
k1=1e6; 
k2=1e6; 
k3=1e6; 
% Forces 
P1=1; 
Driv_freq=100;  %Hz 
P=[P1 0 0 0]'; 

  
%% MASS, DAMPING, STIFFNESS MATRICES 

  
% Substructure A 
MA=[m1 0; 
    0 m2]; 
KA=[ k1+k2 -k2; 
    -k2     k2]; 
CA=zeros(2); 
% Substructure B 
MB=[m3 0; 
    0 m4]; 
KB=[ k3 -k3; 
    -k3  k3]; 
CB=zeros(2); 
% Total assembled structure 
Massem=[m1 0     0; 
      0  m2+m3 0; 
      0  0     m4]; 
Kassem=[ k1+k2 -k2     0; 
      -k2     k2+k3 -k3; 
       0     -k3     k3]; 
Cassem=zeros(3);  
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%% SUBSTRUCTURING 
% Coupling of A and B 

  
% Compatibility condition matrix B 
B=[0 1 -1 0]; 
% Assemble block diagonal matrices required for establish the 

impedance Z 
M=blkdiag(MA,MB); 
K=blkdiag(KA,KB); 
C=blkdiag(CA,CB); 
% FBS coupling 
for k=1:length(omega) 
    % Impedance Z 
    Z=-omega(k)^2*M+1i*omega(k)*C+K; 
    % Receptance 
    Y=inv(Z); 
    % Uncoupled response 
    uA(:,k)=Y*[1 0 0 0]'; 
    uB(:,k)=Y*[0 0 1 0]'; 
    % FBS 
    u(:,k)=fbs_coupling(Y,B,P); 
end 
% FRFs 
Y21A=abs(uA(2,:)); 
Y33B=abs(uB(3,:)); 
Y21=abs(u(2,:)); 
% Plot 
figure(1) 
semilogy(frequency,Y21) 
legend('Y21 A+B') 
title('Assembly of A and B') 
grid on 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
ylabel('Response Amplitude (m)') 
figure(2) 
semilogy(frequency,[Y21A;Y33B]) 
legend('Y21 A','Y33 B') 
title('Structure A and B') 
grid on 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
ylabel('Response Amplitude (m)') 

  
%% CHECK 

  
% Check of eigenfrequencies of the total assemble structures 
eigfreq_assem=sqrt(eig(Kassem,Massem))./(2*pi) 
% Check of eigenfrequencies of the substructure A 
eigfreq_A=sqrt(eig(KA,MA))./(2*pi) 
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%% DECOUPLING 
% Decoupling B from the assembled AB 

  
% Compatibility condition matrix B 
B=[0 1 0 -1 0]; 
% Assemble block diagonal matrices required for establishing the 

impedance Z 
M=blkdiag(Massem,-MB); 
K=blkdiag(Kassem,-KB); 
C=blkdiag(Cassem,-CB); 
% FBS 
P=[P1 0 0 0 0]'; 
clear u 
for k=1:length(omega) 
    % Impedance Z 
    Z=-omega(k)^2*M+1i*omega(k)*C+K; 
    % Receptance 
    Y=inv(Z); 
    % FBS 
    u(:,k)=fbs_coupling(Y,B,P); 
end 
% FRF 
Y21=abs(u(2,:)); 
% Plot 
figure(3) 
semilogy(frequency,Y21) 
grid on 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
ylabel('Response Amplitude (m)') 
legend('Y21') 
title('MA decoupled from assembly') 
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FUNCTION ‘fbs_coupling’ 

 
function u=fbs_coupling(Y,B,P) 
%u=fbs_coupling(M,C,K) 
%  Y:     Receptance 
%  B:     Compatibility condition matrix 
%  P:     Load or force vector 

  
%  Modified: 2016-03-16 

  
% Calculation of displacement with FBS experimental formulation 
u=(Y-Y*B'*inv(B*Y*B')*B*Y)*P; 
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Appendix 2: Measured and Excited DoFs’ Specification 

(2 pages) 

Table 11: Specification of DoFs for 2-bladed hub blade measurements. 

2-bladed hub measurements 

Measured DoFs Excited DoFs 

Blade 2 Blade 3 Hub 

mass825, 

mass2923 

mass1489 mass825, 

mass2923 

mass1489 

P201z P301z P401x P1x P1x - - 

P202z P302z P401y P1y P1y P1y P1y 

P203z P303z P401z P1z P1z (-z) P1z - 

P207z P307z P402x P2x P2x P2x P2x 

P208z P308z P402y P2y P2y P2y P2y 

P209z P309z P402z P2z P2z P2z P2z 

P212z P312z P403x P3x P3x P3x P3x 

P213z P313z P403y P3y P3y - - 

P216z P316z P403z P3z P3z P3z P3z 

P217z P317z  P4x P4x - - 

P220x P320x  P4y P4y - - 

P220y P320y  P4z P4z (-z) P4z - 

P220z P320z  - P1000z - P1000z 
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Table 12: Specification of DoFs for 3-bladed hub blade measurements. 

3-bladed hub measurements 

Measured DoFs Excited DoFs 

Blade 1 Blade 2 Blade 3 Hub  

P101z P201z P301z P401x - 

P102z P202z P302z P401y - 

P103z P203z P303z P401z - 

P107z P207z P307z P402x P107z, P207z, P307 z 

P108z P208z P308z P402y - 

P109z P209z P309z P402z - 

P112z P212z P312z P403x - 

P113z P213z P313z P403y - 

P116z P216z P316z P403z - 

P117z P217z P317z  - 

P120x P220x P320x  - 

P120y P220y P320y  - 

P120z P220z P320z  - 

Table 13: Specification of nodes and DoFs where sensors and impedance head were attached for 

single blade measurements. 

Single blade measurements (Blade B907) 

Measured DoFs Excited DoFs 

Blade TS TS 

P1z P21x P21x 

P2z P21y - 

P3z P21z P21z 

P7z P22x P22x 

P8z P22y - 

P9z P22z - 

P12z P23x P23x 

P13z P23y P23y 

P16z P23z - 

P17z P24x P24x 

P20x P24y P24y 

P20y P24z P24z 

P20z P25x, P25y, P25z  
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Appendix 3: Data and Calculations of Differences 

between Simplified and Detailed Models (2 pages) 

 

Table 14: Information about the detailed modelled bracket in SolidWorks. 

Bracket_alu_and_steel_with_screw_ends 

 Value Unit 

Mass 0.3541 kg 

Ixx 0.000129 kg m2 

Iyy 0.000658 kg m2 

Izz 0.000683 kg m2 

CoG x 0.03383 m 

CoG y 0 m 

CoG z -0.00116 m 

 

Table 15: Information about the simplified bracket as modelled in SimXpert. Values of the 

concentrated mass to add is calculated in Excel. 

Bracket_simplified_without_radius  

 Value Difference to add Unit  

Mass 0.21737 0.13674 kg  

Ixx 0.000071 0.000058 kg m2  

Iyy 0.000368 0.000291 kg m2  

Izz 0.000387 0.000296 kg m2  

 Value Wanted difference CoG conc mass to add Unit 

CoG x 0.03312 0.00071 0.03496 m 

CoG y 0 0 0 m 

CoG z 0 -0.00116 -0.00300 m 
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Table 16: Mass of TS mass2923. 

Part Quantity Mass [kg] 

By scale Modelled Difference 

Mass-load 1 2.9237 2.9768 -0.0531 

Bracket free 1 0.3897 0.3541 0.0356 

Mass bolt with nut and 

washers 

3 0.0861 0 0.0861 

Mass small screw 12 0.0146 0 0.0146 

Mass sensor 12 0.0216 0 0.0216 

Shaft_part_outside_bracket -1 -0.1006 0 -0.1006 

Sum  3.3350 3.3309 0.0041 

Table 17: Mass of TS mass1489. 

Part Quantity Mass [kg] 

By scale Modelled Difference 

Mass-load 1 1.4877 1.5424 -0.0546 

Bracket free 1 0.3897 0.3541 0.0356 

Mass bolt with nut and 

washers 

3 0.0861 0 0.0861 

Mass small screw (1 less) 11 0.0134 0 0.0134 

Mass sensor (1 extra) 13 0.0234 0 0.0234 

Shaft_part_outside_bracket -1 -0.1006 0 -0.1006 

Sum  1.8996 1.8965 0.0032 

Table 18: Mass of TS mass825. 

Part Quantity Mass [kg] 

By scale Modelled Difference 

Mass-load 1 0.8266 0.8393 -0.0127 

Bracket free 1 0.3897 0.3541 0.0356 

Mass bolt with nut and 

washers 

3 0.0861 0 0.0861 

Mass small screw 12 0.0146 0 0.0146 

Mass sensor 12 0.0216 0 0.0216 

Shaft_part_outside_bracket -1 -0.1006 0 -0.1006 

Sum  1.2379 1.1935 0.0445 
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Appendix 4: MATLAB Code (24 pages) 

 

OVERVIEW OF PROGRAM AND FUNCTIONS 

 Main_FRF_data_extraction 

 frf_data_extraction 

 assemble_geometry 

 movement_of_nodes_transformation_matrix 

 extract_FRF_matrix 

 find_dof_order 

 rearrange_matrix 

 expand_matrix 

 Main_import_sim_data 

 pch_import_sim_data 

 (readpunch) not included due to copyright 

 Main_decoupling 

 Decoupling_YBC_YCC 

 Main_extract_3bladed 

 extract_FRF_matrix 

 find_dof_order 

 Main_couple 

 couple_2bladed_hub_with_blade 
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MAIN PROGRAM ‘MAIN_FRF_DATA_EXTRACTION’ (4 PAGES) 

 
%% MAIN_FRF_DATA_EXTRACTION 
% Calculates accelerance matrices for three transmission simulators (TS) 
% for the 2-bladed hub (mass2923, mass1489, mass825), and for two TS for 
% the single blade (mass1886, mass2474). The data is collected by 
% measurements on the 2-bladed hub and on the single blade. Some partitions 
% of the global accelerance matrix that are calculated are saved to files.  
% Those saved matrices have rows relating to responses and columns relating 
% to excitations according to: 
% |--------|----------| -----------| 
% | Matrix | Response | Excitation | 
% |--------|----------| -----------| 
% | Y_C_C  | Coupling | Coupling   | 
% | Y_C_B  | Coupling | Blade      | 
% | Y_B_TS | Blade    | TS         | 
% |--------|----------| -----------| 

  
% MSc Thesis 2016 Magdalena Cwenarkiewicz and Tim Johansson 
% Last modified: 2015-06-10 by Tim Johansson 

  
clc;clear all;close all; 

  
%% FOLDER 
% Name of folder with data from LMS 

  
folder_2bladed=['D:\Users\tj222bx\Documents\Substructuring files LMS '... 
    '2016 thesis\Data FRFs 2bladed\']; 
folder_blade=['D:\Users\tj222bx\Documents\Substructuring files LMS '... 
    '2016 thesis\Data FRFs blade1_B907\']; 

  
%% MASS1886 BLADE 1 
mass1886.Name='mass1886'; 
mass1886.FRFName='mass'; 
mass1886.Excitations={'21x','21z','22x','23x','23y','24x','24y','24z'}; 
mass1886.MeasuredStructure='blade'; 
mass1886.Folder=folder_blade; 
mass1886.CouplingDof={'100x','100y','100z','100u','100v','100w'}; %Not used 
mass1886.TSDof={'21x','21y','21z','22x','22y','22z','23x','23y','23z',... 
    '24x','24y','24z'}; %Transmission simulator dofs 
blade1_dof={'101z','102z','103z','107z','108z','109z','112z','113z',... 
    '116z','117z','120x','120y','120z'}; 
mass1886.InternalDof=blade1_dof; %Blade 1 dofs 
%Define geometry, coordinates of nodes 
mass1886.DOF=[21  -0.01035  0.0581  0.0581; 
              22  -0.01035  0.0581 -0.0581; 
              23  -0.01035 -0.0581 -0.0581; 
              24  -0.01035 -0.0581  0.0581]; 
[Y_C_C,Y_TS_C,Y_TS_TS,Y_B_TS,Y_C_B]=frf_data_extraction(mass1886); 
%Save matrices to file 
fid2=strcat(folder_blade,'Matrices_mass1886') 
save(fid2,'Y_C_C','Y_C_B','Y_B_TS','-append') 
clear Y_C_C Y_TS_C Y_TS_TS Y_B_TS Y_C_B fid2 

  
%% MASS2474 BLADE 1 
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mass2474.Name='mass2474'; 
mass2474.FRFName='mass'; 
mass2474.Excitations={'21x','21z','22x','23x','23y','24x','24y','24z'}; 
mass2474.MeasuredStructure='blade'; 
mass2474.Folder=folder_blade; 
mass2474.CouplingDof={'100x','100y','100z','100u','100v','100w'}; %Not used 
mass2474.TSDof={'21x','21y','21z','22x','22y','22z','23x','23y','23z',... 
    '24x','24y','24z'}; %Transmission simulator dofs 
blade1_dof={'101z','102z','103z','107z','108z','109z','112z','113z',... 
    '116z','117z','120x','120y','120z'}; 
mass2474.InternalDof=blade1_dof; %Blade 1 dofs 
%Define geometry, coordinates of nodes 
mass2474.DOF=[21  -0.01035  0.0672  0.0672; 
              22  -0.01035  0.0672 -0.0672; 
              23  -0.01035 -0.0672 -0.0672; 
              24  -0.01035 -0.0672  0.0672]; 
[Y_C_C,Y_TS_C,Y_TS_TS,Y_B_TS,Y_C_B]=frf_data_extraction(mass2474); 
%Save matrices to file 
fid2=strcat(folder_blade,'Matrices_mass2474') 
save(fid2,'Y_C_C','Y_C_B','Y_B_TS','-append') 
clear Y_C_C Y_TS_C Y_TS_TS Y_B_TS Y_C_B fid2 

  
%% MASS2923 2-BLADED 
mass2923.Name='mass2923'; 
mass2923.FRFName='Mass2923'; 
mass2923.Excitations={'1y','1z','2x','2y','2z','3x','3z','4z'}; 
mass2923.MeasuredStructure='2bladed_hub'; 
mass2923.Folder=folder_2bladed; 
mass2923.CouplingDof={'100x','100y','100z','100u','100v','100w'}; %Not used 
mass2923.TSDof={'1x','1y','1z','2x','2y','2z','3x','3y','3z','4x','4y',... 
    '4z'}; %Transmission simulator dofs 
blade2_dof={'201z','202z','203z','207z','208z','209z','212z',... 
    '213z','216z','217z','220x','220y','220z'}; 
blade3_dof={'301z','302z','303z','307z','308z','309z','312z',... 
    '313z','316z','317z','320x','320y','320z'}; 
hub_dof={'401x','401y','401z','402x','402y','402z','403x',... 
    '403y','403z'};  %Not used 
mass2923.InternalDof=cat(2,blade2_dof,blade3_dof,hub_dof); %Blade 2&3 dofs 
%Define geometry, coordinates of nodes 
mass2923.DOF=[1  0.007  -0.0825 0.0047; 
              2  0.0935 -0.0825 0.0047; 
              3  0.0935  0.0825 0.0047; 
              4  0.007   0.0825 0.0047] 
[Y_C_C,Y_TS_C,Y_TS_TS,Y_B_TS,Y_C_B]=frf_data_extraction(mass2923); 
%Save matrices to file 
fid2=strcat(folder_2bladed,'Matrices_mass2923') 
save(fid2,'Y_C_C','Y_C_B','Y_B_TS','-append') 
clear Y_C_C Y_TS_C Y_TS_TS Y_B_TS Y_C_B fid2 

  
%% MASS1489 2-BLADED 
mass1489.Name='mass1489'; 
mass1489.FRFName='Mass'; 
mass1489.Excitations={'1y','2x','2y','2z','3x','3z','1000z'}; 
mass1489.MeasuredStructure='2bladed_hub'; 
mass1489.Folder=folder_2bladed; 
mass1489.CouplingDof={'100x','100y','100z','100u','100v','100w'}; %Not used 
mass1489.TSDof={'1x','1y','1z','2x','2y','2z','3x','3y','3z','4x','4y',... 
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    '4z','1000z'}; %Transmission simulator dofs 
blade2_dof={'201z','202z','203z','207z','208z','209z','212z',... 
    '213z','216z','217z','220x','220y','220z'}; 
blade3_dof={'301z','302z','303z','307z','308z','309z','312z',... 
    '313z','316z','317z','320x','320y','320z'}; 
hub_dof={'401x','401y','401z','402x','402y','402z','403x',... 
    '403y','403z'}; 
mass1489.InternalDof=cat(2,blade2_dof,blade3_dof,hub_dof) 
%Define geometry, coordinates of nodes 
mass1489.DOF=[1      0.007  -0.0435 0.0047; 
              2      0.0933 -0.0435 0.0047;      
              3      0.0933  0.0435 0.0047; 
              4      0.007   0.0435 0.0047; 
              1000   0.0293  0.0455  0.0047]; 
[Y_C_C,Y_TS_C,Y_TS_TS,Y_B_TS,Y_C_B]=frf_data_extraction(mass1489); 
%Save matrices to file 
fid2=strcat(folder_2bladed,'Matrices_mass1489') 
save(fid2,'Y_C_C','Y_C_B','Y_B_TS','-append') 
clear Y_C_C Y_TS_C Y_TS_TS Y_B_TS Y_C_B fid2 

  
%% MASS825 2-BLADED 
mass825.Name='mass825'; 
mass825.FRFName='Mass'; 
mass825.Excitations={'1y','1z','2x','2y','2z','3x','3z','4z'}; 
mass825.MeasuredStructure='2bladed_hub'; 
mass825.Folder=folder_2bladed; 
mass825.CouplingDof={'100x','100y','100z','100u','100v','100w'};  %Not used 
mass825.TSDof={'1x','1y','1z','2x','2y','2z','3x','3y','3z','4x','4y',... 
    '4z'}; %Transmission simulator dofs 
blade2_dof={'201z','202z','203z','207z','208z','209z','212z',... 
    '213z','216z','217z','220x','220y','220z'}; 
blade3_dof={'301z','302z','303z','307z','308z','309z','312z',... 
    '313z','316z','317z','320x','320y','320z'}; 
hub_dof={'401x','401y','401z','402x','402y','402z','403x',... 
    '403y','403z'}; 
mass825.InternalDof=cat(2,blade2_dof,blade3_dof,hub_dof) 
%Define geometry, coordinates of nodes 
mass825.DOF=[1 0.007  -0.07475 0.0047; 
             2 0.0931 -0.07475 0.0047; 
             3 0.0931  0.07475 0.0047; 
             4 0.007   0.07475 0.0047]; 
 [Y_C_C,Y_TS_C,Y_TS_TS,Y_B_TS,Y_C_B]=frf_data_extraction(mass825); 
%Save matrices to file 
fid2=strcat(folder_2bladed,'Matrices_mass825') 
save(fid2,'Y_C_C','Y_C_B','Y_B_TS','-append') 
clear Y_C_C Y_TS_C Y_TS_TS Y_B_TS Y_C_B fid2 
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FUNCTION ‘frf_data_extraction’ (2 PAGES) 

 
function [Y_C_C,Y_TS_C,Y_TS_TS,Y_B_TS,Y_C_B]=frf_data_extraction(mass) 
%% FRF_DATA_EXTRACTION calculates several partitions of the FRF matrix of 

the 
% measured structure. 
% 
%Input:     mass    - Struct with data about the transmission simulator 
%                     (TS). 
%                     mass.Name        - Name of TS (in filename). 
%                     mass.FRFName     - Name of TS (in LMS data file). 
%                     mass.Excitations - Cell array with excitation 
%                                             nodes and directions. 
%                     mass.MeasuredStructure 
%                                          - Name of the measured 
%                                            structure (in filename). 
%                     mass.Folder      - Name of folder with the data. 
%                     mass.DOF         - Degrees of freedom topology. 
%                     mass.TSDof       - Transmission simulator dofs. 
%                     mass.InternalDof - Dofs internal to the wanted 
%                                        structure, ie the blades. 
%                     mass.CouplingDof - Coupling point dofs #6. 
% 
%Output:    Y_C_C   - Matrix with FRFs for the coupling point. Response 
%                     in coupling point, excitation in coupling point. 
%           Y_TS_C  - Response in TS, excitation in coupling point. 
%           Y_TS_TS - Response in TS, excitation in TS. 
%           Y_B_TS  - Response on blade, excitation in TS. 
%           Y_C_B   - Response in coupling point, excitation on blade. 
% 
%Call:      [Y_C_C,Y_TS_C,Y_TS_TS,Y_B_TS,Y_C_B]=frf_data_extraction(mass) 

  
%MSc Thesis 2016 Magdalena Cwenarkiewicz and Tim Johansson 
%Last modified: 2015-06-10 by Tim Johansson 

  
%% EXTRACT FRFS FOR THE EXCITED NODES AND THE COUPLING POINT. REARRANGE  
%ACCORDING TO THE GLOBAL SET. 

  
%List of nodes on TS, the global set of dofs. 
nodes_on_TS=mass.TSDof; 
%Assemble geometry and transformation matrix 
[GEOMETRY]=assemble_geometry(nodes_on_TS,mass.DOF); 
T_TS_C=movement_of_nodes_transformation_matrix(nodes_on_TS,GEOMETRY) 
%Extract data 
TS_FRFS=extract_FRF_matrix(mass,mass.TSDof); 
nfreq=length(TS_FRFS(1,1,:));  %#frequencies 
for i=1:nfreq 
    Y_TS_TS(:,:,i)=rearrange_matrix(TS_FRFS(:,:,i),... 
        nodes_on_TS,nodes_on_TS,mass.Excitations,nodes_on_TS); 
    Y_C_TS(:,:,i)=T_TS_C\Y_TS_TS(:,:,i); 
    Y_TS_C(:,:,i)=Y_C_TS(:,:,i).'; 
    Y_C_C(:,:,i)=T_TS_C\(Y_TS_C(:,:,i)); 
end 
%% EXTRACT FRFS FOR THE BLADE NODES (Y_B_TS). REARRANGE ACCORDING TO THE  
%GLOBAL SET. 
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FRF_tmp=extract_FRF_matrix(mass,mass.InternalDof); 
for i=1:nfreq 
    Y_B_TS(:,:,i)=rearrange_matrix(FRF_tmp(:,:,i),... 
        mass.InternalDof,mass.InternalDof,mass.Excitations,nodes_on_TS); 
end 
%% CALCULATE FRFS FOR THE COUPLING POINT (Y_B_TS) 
for i=1:nfreq 
    Y_C_B(:,:,i)=T_TS_C\(Y_B_TS(:,:,i).'); 
end 
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FUNCTION ‘assemble_geometry’ (1 PAGE) 

 
function GEOMETRY=assemble_geometry(dofs,TOPOLOGY) 
%% ASSEMBLE_GEOMETRY assembles a matrix containing the geometry from a list 
% of dofs and a topology matrix. 
%Input:     dofs            - Node name and direction, eg {'1x',...}. 
%           TOPOLOGY        - Topology matrix, [1 x1 y1 z1;...], were x1, 
%                             y1, z1 are coordinates for node 1. 
% 
%Output:    GEOMETRY        - Geometry of nodes corresponding the topology, 
%                             [x1 y1 z1;...] 
% 
%Call:      GEOMETRY=assemble_geometry(dofs,TOPOLOGY) 

  
%MSc Thesis 2016 Magdalena Cwenarkiewicz and Tim Johansson 
%Last modified: 2015-06-10 by Tim Johansson 

  
%% 

  
ndofs=length(dofs); %#Excitations 
%For all excitations, extract geometry for the excited nodes 
for i=1:ndofs 
    length_exc=length(dofs{i}); 
    node=str2num(dofs{i}(1:length_exc-1)); 
    direction=dofs{i}(length_exc); 
    for j=1:length(TOPOLOGY(:,1))         
        if node==TOPOLOGY(j,1) 
            node_index=j; 
            GEOMETRY(i,:)=TOPOLOGY(node_index,2:4); 
        end 
    end 
end 
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FUNCTION ‘movement_of_nodes_transformation_matrix’ (1 PAGE) 

 
function T=movement_of_nodes_transformation_matrix(excitations,GEOMETRY) 
%% MOVEMENT_OF_NODES_TRANSFORMATION_MATRIX assembles a transformation 
% matrix T between displacements for the coupling point and measured nodes 
% on the transmission simulator. T*u_coupling=u_measured. 
% 
%Input:     excitations - Cell array with direction of excitations. 
%                         {'1y',2z',...}. The direction shall be the last 
%                         character in each cell. 
%           GEOMETRY    - Coordinates of nodes [x1,y1,z1;...]. 
% 
%Output:    T           - Transformation matrix. 
% 
%Call:      T=movement_of_nodes_transformation_matrix(excitations,geometry) 

  
%MSc Thesis 2016 Magdalena Cwenarkiewicz and Tim Johansson 
%Last modified: 2015-06-10 by Tim Johansson 

  
%% ASSEMBLE TRANSFORMATION MATRIX 

  
%For all excitations, add a row to the transformation matrix 
for i=1:length(excitations) 
    [~,nchar]=size(excitations{i});        %#Characters in actual direction 
    direction_tmp=excitations{i}(nchar);   %Direction of actual excitation 
    %Distances between origo and the actual node 
    x=GEOMETRY(i,1); 
    y=GEOMETRY(i,2); 
    z=GEOMETRY(i,3); 
    %Chose right type of row: x, y or z 
    if direction_tmp=='x' 
        row=[1 0 0 0 z -y]; 
    elseif direction_tmp=='y' 
        row=[0 1 0 -z 0 x]; 
    elseif direction_tmp=='z' 
        row=[0 0 1 y -x 0]; 
    end 
    T(i,:)=row; %Add row to transformation matrix 
end 
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FUNCTION ‘extract_FRF_matrix’ (2 PAGES) 

 
function FRF_out=extract_FRF_matrix(TS,dofs) 
%% EXTRACT_FRF_MATRIX extracts the FRFs for dofs 
% corresponding to the excitations defined in TS.Excitations. 
% 
%Input:     TS      - Information about the structure 
%                     TS.Name               - Name of TS in filename. 
%                     TS.FRFName            - Name of TS in stored data 
%                                             from LMS. 
%                     TS.Excitations        - Nodes and directions (char) 
%                                             for excitations. 
%                     TS.Folder             - Name of folder with the data. 
%                     TS.MeasuredStructure  - Name of structure that was 
%                                             measured on. 
%           dofs      - List of dofs to extract. 
% 
%Output:    FRF_out - Matrix with the FRFs (specified in 
%                     TS.Excitations. [responses by excitations by freq], 
%                     ordering: dofs x TS.Excitations 
% 
%Call:      FRF_out=extract_FRF_matrix(TS,dofs) 
% 
%MSc Thesis 2016 Magdalena Cwenarkiewicz and Tim Johansson 
%Last modified: 2015-06-10 by Tim Johansson 

  
%% EXTRACT FRFS 
nexcitations=length(TS.Excitations); %#Excitations 
%For all excitations, extract the internal FRFs for those excitations 
for i=1:nexcitations 
    excitation=char(TS.Excitations(i)); %Name of excitation eg '1x' 
    if isempty(TS.MeasuredStructure) 
        fid=char(strcat(TS.Folder,TS.Name,'_exc_',... 
            excitation));   %File name 
    else 
        

fid=char(strcat(TS.Folder,TS.MeasuredStructure,'_',TS.Name,'_exc_',... 
            excitation));   %File name 
    end 
    [dofs_tmp,signs_tmp]=find_dof_order(TS,excitation); 
    %For all dofs, find the index of the dof in the datafile 
    for j=1:length(dofs) 
        for k=1:length(dofs_tmp) 
            if strcmp(dofs{j},dofs_tmp{k}) 
                index(j)=k; 
                sign(j)=signs_tmp(k); 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    %Load FRF (struct) into workspace 
    load(fid) 
    %[resp by exc by freq]. Multiply by sign to take the plus/minus 
    %direction of sensor into account. Factor is equal to 1 because output 
    %from LMS is already in m/(N*s^2), not in g/N as stated in the struct 
    %FRF, and therefore the factor should NOT be used, i.e. the factor in: 
    %FRF.y_values.quantity.unit_transformation.factor 
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    factor=1; 
    FRF_out(:,i,:)=(factor*FRF.y_values.values(:,index)*diag(sign)).'; 
    clear index sign; 
end 
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FUNCTION ‘find_dof_order’ (2 PAGES) 

 
function [dof_order,sign]=find_dof_order(TS,excitation) 
%% FIND_DOF_ORDER assembles two vectors (arrays) with the node number/sign 
% respective direction for all channels in the data file from LMS specified 
% by TS and excitation. 
% 
%Input:     TS      - Information about the structure 
%                     TS.Name               - Name of TS in filename. 
%                     TS.Excitations        - Nodes and directions (char) 
%                                             for excitations. 
%                     TS.Folder             - Name of folder with the data. 
%                     TS.MeasuredStructure  - Name of structure that was 
%                                             measured on. 
%           excitation 
%                   - Excitation direction, specifying which data file to 
%                     open. 
% 
%Output:    dof_order 
%                   - Node number, sign of direction, and direction. 
%                     Cell array 1 by #measuring channels. 
%           sign    - Plus or minus direction of response measurement. 
%                     Vector double with 1 or -1. 1 by #measured dofs. 
%                      
% 
%Call:      [dof_order,sign]=find_dof_order(TS,excitation) 

  
%MSc Thesis 2016 Magdalena Cwenarkiewicz and Tim Johansson 
%Last modified: 2015-06-10 by Tim Johansson 

  
%% OPEN FILE AND READ THE LABELS FOR RESPONSES OF MEASUREMENTS 
    if isempty(TS.MeasuredStructure) 
        fid=char(strcat(TS.Folder,TS.Name,'_exc_',... 
            excitation));   %File name 
    else 
        

fid=char(strcat(TS.Folder,TS.MeasuredStructure,'_',TS.Name,'_exc_',... 
            excitation));   %File name 
    end 
load(fid) 
labels=FRF.function_record.primary_channel.label; 

  
%% FIND DOF ORDER AND SIGNS (DIRECTIONS) OF MEASUREMENTS 
for i=1:length(labels) 
    tmp=strsplit(char(labels{i}),':'); % Split the string, eg tmp{3}='+Z' 
    prefix=0; 
    if strcmp(tmp{1},'Blade 1 B907') %100-series 
        prefix=100; 
    elseif strcmp(tmp{1},'Blade 2 B893') %200-series 
        prefix=200; 
    elseif strcmp(tmp{1},'Blade 3 B906') %300-series 
        prefix=300; 
    elseif strcmp(tmp{1},'Blade') %100-series 
        prefix=100; 
    end %End if 
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    %Assemble node number 
    node_number=prefix+str2double(tmp{2}); 
    dof_order{i}=strcat(num2str(node_number),lower(tmp{3}(2))); 
    %Signs 
    if tmp{3}(1)=='-' 
        sign(i)=-1; 
    else 
        sign(i)=1; 
    end 
end 
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FUNCTION ‘rearrange_matrix’ (2 PAGES) 

 
function 

NEW_MATRIX=rearrange_matrix(MATRIX_OLD,row_old,row_new,col_old,col_new) 
%% REARRANGE_MATRIX rearranges and expands the rows and columns according 
% to the new order. 
%Input:     MATRIX_OLD  - Matrix to rearrange. 
%           row_old     - Row order of MATRIX_OLD. 
%           row_new     - The wanted order of the rows. 
%           col_old     - Column order of MATRIX_OLD. 
%           col_new     - The wanted order of the columns. 
% 
%Output:    NEW_MATRIX  - The rearranged matrix. 
% 
%Call:      

NEW_MATRIX=rearrange_matrix(MATRIX_OLD,row_old,row_new,col_old,col_new) 

  
%MSc Thesis 2016 Magdalena Cwenarkiewicz and Tim Johansson 
%Last modified: 2015-06-10 by Tim Johansson 

  
%% Check dimensions 
if length(col_old)>length(col_new)     
    error('More columns in old matrix than in new.') 
end 
if length(row_old)>length(row_new) 
    error('More rows in old matrix than in new.') 
end 

  
%% Rows 
k=1; 
empty=1;    %Help variable for add row/column with zeros if needed 
%For all old rows, compare 
for i=1:length(row_new) 
    for j=1:length(row_old) 
        if strcmp(row_old{j},row_new{i}) 
            row_index(k)=j; 
            k=k+1; 
            empty=0; 
            break 
        end 
    end 
    if empty 
        row_exp{i}=''; 
    else 
        row_exp{i}=row_new{i}; 
        empty=1; 
    end 
end 

  
%% Columns 
k=1; 
empty=1; 
for i=1:length(col_new) 
    for j=1:length(col_old) 
        if strcmp(col_old{j},col_new{i}) 
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            col_index(k)=j; 
            k=k+1; 
            empty=0; 
            break 
        end         
    end 
    if empty 
        col_exp{i}=''; 
    else 
        col_exp{i}=col_new{i}; 
        empty=1; 
    end 
end 

  
%% Rearrange and expand 
A_tmp=MATRIX_OLD(row_index,col_index);              %Rearrange 
NEW_MATRIX=expand_matrix(A_tmp,row_exp,col_exp);    %Expand 
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FUNCTION ‘expand_matrix’ (1 PAGE) 

 
function NEW_MATRIX=expand_matrix(MATRIX_OLD,row,col) 
%% EXPAND_MATRIX rearranges the rows and columns according to the new 
% order. 
%Input:     MATRIX_OLD  - Matrix to expand. 
%           row_old     - Row order of MATRIX_OLD. 
%           row_new     - The wanted order of the rows. 
%           col_old     - Column order of MATRIX_OLD. 
%           col_new     - The wanted order of the columns. 
% 
%Output:    NEW_MATRIX      - The rearranged matrix. 
% 
%Call:      NEW_MATRIX=expand_matrix(MATRIX_OLD,row,col) 

  
%MSc Thesis 2016 Magdalena Cwenarkiewicz and Tim Johansson 
%Last modified: 2015-06-10 by Tim Johansson 

  
%% 

  
[m,n]=size(MATRIX_OLD); 
NEW_MATRIX=zeros(length(row),length(col)); 
A_TMP=zeros(length(row),n); 
%Rows 
j=1; 
for i=1:length(row) 
    if strcmp(row{i},'') 
        ; 
    else 
        A_TMP(i,1:n)=MATRIX_OLD(j,:); 
        j=j+1; 
    end 
end 
%Columns 
j=1; 
for i=1:length(col) 
    if strcmp(col{i},'') 
        ; 
    else 
        NEW_MATRIX(:,i)=A_TMP(:,j); 
        j=j+1; 
    end 
end 
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MAIN PROGRAM ‘Main_ import_sim_data’ (2 PAGES) 

 
%% MAIN_IMPORT_SIM_DATA 
% Imports simulation data in form of receptance matrix and converts to 
% accelerance matrix. 

  
% MSc Thesis 2016 Magdalena Cwenarkiewicz and Tim Johansson 
% Last modified: 2015-06-10 by Tim Johansson 

  
clc; clear all; close all; 

  
%% 
ts1='mass1886'; 
ts2='mass2474'; 
ts3='mass825'; 
ts4='mass1489'; 
ts5='mass2923'; 
%Specify TS to import data from 
ts=ts4 
tmp=''; 
fid1=strcat('Simuleringar bdf pch\',tmp,ts,'_exc_0x.pch'); 
fid2=strcat('Simuleringar bdf pch\',tmp,ts,'_exc_0y.pch'); 
fid3=strcat('Simuleringar bdf pch\',tmp,ts,'_exc_0z.pch'); 
fid4=strcat('Simuleringar bdf pch\',tmp,ts,'_exc_0u.pch'); 
fid5=strcat('Simuleringar bdf pch\',tmp,ts,'_exc_0v.pch'); 
fid6=strcat('Simuleringar bdf pch\',tmp,ts,'_exc_0w.pch'); 
%% READ RECEPTANCES 
[H1,f]=pch_import_sim_data(fid1); 
[H2,f]=pch_import_sim_data(fid2); 
[H3,f]=pch_import_sim_data(fid3); 
[H4,f]=pch_import_sim_data(fid4); 
[H5,f]=pch_import_sim_data(fid5); 
[H6,f]=pch_import_sim_data(fid6); 

  
%% CONVERT TO ACCELERANCES 
for i=1:3310 
    freq=3.7+0.15*(i-1); 
    A1(:,i)=-H1(:,i).*(2*pi*freq)^2; 
    A2(:,i)=-H2(:,i).*(2*pi*freq)^2; 
    A3(:,i)=-H3(:,i).*(2*pi*freq)^2; 
    A4(:,i)=-H4(:,i).*(2*pi*freq)^2; 
    A5(:,i)=-H5(:,i).*(2*pi*freq)^2; 
    A6(:,i)=-H6(:,i).*(2*pi*freq)^2; 
end 

  
%% ASSEMBLE Y_CC_SIM AND SAVE TO FILE 

  
%Folder 
if strcmp(ts,ts1)||strcmp(ts,ts2) 
    folder=['D:\Users\tj222bx\Documents\Substructuring files LMS 2016 '... 
        'thesis\Data FRFs blade1_B907\']; 
elseif strcmp(ts,ts3)||strcmp(ts,ts4)||strcmp(ts,ts5) 
    folder=['D:\Users\tj222bx\Documents\Substructuring files LMS 2016 '... 
        'thesis\Data FRFs 2bladed\']; 
end 
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fid=strcat(folder,'Matrices_',ts) 
%resp by exc by freq 
Y_C_C_SIM(:,1,:)=A1; 
Y_C_C_SIM(:,2,:)=A2; 
Y_C_C_SIM(:,3,:)=A3; 
Y_C_C_SIM(:,4,:)=A4; 
Y_C_C_SIM(:,5,:)=A5; 
Y_C_C_SIM(:,6,:)=A6; 
%Save to file 
save(fid,'Y_C_C_SIM','-append') 
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FUNCTION ‘pch_import_sim_data’ (1 PAGE) 

 
function [H,f]=pch_import_sim_data(fid) 
%% PCH_IMPORT_SIM_DATA Imports receptances and frequencies from a Nastran 
% punch file. 
%Input:    fid     - Name of punch file (.pch) 
% 
%Output:   H       - Receptances (FRFs) 
%          f       - Frequencies 
% 
%Call:     [H,f]=pch_import_sim_data(fid) 

  
%Andreas Linderholt 2016 
%Last modified: 2015-06-10 by Tim Johansson 

  
no_output=struct('verbose',0);    %Suppress output from readpunch() 
D=readpunch(fid,no_output); 
nfreqs=size(D.Data,2); 
ndofs=size(D.Data{1},1)*6; %Six dofs for each node 
H=zeros(ndofs,nfreqs); 
f=zeros(nfreqs,1); 
for k=1:nfreqs 
    a=D.Data{k}; 
    f(k)=str2num(D.Header{k}(end-60:end)); %Copy freq from Header to vector 

f 
    %H_temp=[(a(:,2)+i*a(:,3)) (a(:,4)+i*a(:,5)) (a(:,6)+i*a(:,7))... 
    %    (a(:,8)+i*a(:,9)) (a(:,10)+i*a(:,11)) (a(:,12)+i*a(:,13))].'; 
    H_temp=[(a(:,2)+i*a(:,8)) (a(:,3)+i*a(:,9)) (a(:,4)+i*a(:,10))... 
        (a(:,5)+i*a(:,11)) (a(:,6)+i*a(:,12)) (a(:,7)+i*a(:,13))].'; 
    H_temp=H_temp(:);               %Converting eg 6x3 to 18x1 matrix 
    H(:,k)=H_temp;    %Receptance 
end 
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MAIN PROGRAM ‘Main_decoupling’ (1 PAGE) 

 
%% MAIN_DECOUPLING 
% Decouple data. 

  
% MSc Thesis 2016 Magdalena Cwenarkiewicz and Tim Johansson 
% Last modified: 2015-06-10 by Tim Johansson 

  
clc; close all; clear all; 

  
%% LOAD MATRICES 
fid1=['D:\Users\tj222bx\Documents\Substructuring files LMS 2016 thesis\'... 
    'Data FRFs blade1_B907\Matrices_mass1886']; 
fid2=['D:\Users\tj222bx\Documents\Substructuring files LMS 2016 thesis\'... 
    'Data FRFs blade1_B907\Matrices_mass2474']; 
fid3=['D:\Users\tj222bx\Documents\Substructuring files LMS 2016 thesis\'... 
    'Data FRFs 2bladed\Matrices_mass825']; 
fid4=['D:\Users\tj222bx\Documents\Substructuring files LMS 2016 thesis\'... 
    'Data FRFs 2bladed\Matrices_mass1489']; 
fid5=['D:\Users\tj222bx\Documents\Substructuring files LMS 2016 thesis\'... 
    'Data FRFs 2bladed\Matrices_mass2923']; 
%Specify file with data to decouple here 
fid=fid5 
load(fid,'Y_C_C_SIM','Y_C_C','Y_C_B') 

  
%% DECOUPLE 
[Y_C_B_DECOUPLED,Y_C_C_DECOUPLED]=decoupling_YCB_YCC(Y_C_B,Y_C_C,Y_C_C_SIM)

; 

  
%% SAVE TO FILE 
save(fid,'Y_C_B_DECOUPLED','Y_C_C_DECOUPLED','-append') 
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FUNCTION ‘decoupling_YCB_YCC’ (1 PAGE) 

 
function 

[Y_C_B_DECOUPLED,Y_C_C_DECOUPLED]=decoupling_YCB_YCC(Y_CB,Y_CC,Y_CC_TO_DECO

UPLE) 
%% DECOUPLING_YCB_YCC uses decoupling formulae to decouple FRFs with  
% responses in the coupling point due to excitations in the coupling point 
% and on the blade. 
% 
%Input:     Y_CB                - FRF with responses in coupling point due 
%                                 excitations on the blade. 
%           Y_CC                - FRF with responses in coupling point due 
%                                 excitations in the coupling point. 
%           Y_CC_TO_DECOUPLE    - FRF with responses in coupling point due 
%                                 excitations in the coupling point. This 
%                                 matrix is related to the structure that 
%                                 is to be decoupled. 
% 
%Output:    Y_C_B_DECOUPLED     - FRF with responses in coupling point due 
%                                 excitations on the blade. Decoupled. 
%           Y_C_C_DECOUPLED     - FRF with responses in coupling point due 
%                                 excitations in the coupling point.  
%                                 Decoupled. 
% 
%Call:       
%[Y_C_B_DECOUPLED,Y_C_C_DECOUPLED]=decoupling_YCB_YCC(Y_CB,Y_CC,Y_CC_TO_DEC

OUPLE) 

  
%MSc Thesis 2016 Magdalena Cwenarkiewicz and Tim Johansson 
%Last modified: 2015-06-10 by Tim Johansson 

  
%% 
for i=1:length(Y_CC(1,1,:)) 
    Y_C_B_DECOUPLED(:,:,i)=(Y_CB(:,:,i)-Y_CC(:,:,i)*... 
        inv(Y_CC(:,:,i)-Y_CC_TO_DECOUPLE(:,:,i))*Y_CB(:,:,i)); 
    Y_C_C_DECOUPLED(:,:,i)=(Y_CC(:,:,i)-Y_CC(:,:,i)*... 
        inv(Y_CC(:,:,i)-Y_CC_TO_DECOUPLE(:,:,i))*Y_CC(:,:,i));     
end 
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MAIN PROGRAM ‘Main_extract_3bladed’ (1 PAGE) 

 
%% MAIN_EXTRACT_3BLADED 
% Extracts data for the 3-bladed hub. 

  
% MSc Thesis 2016 Magdalena Cwenarkiewicz and Tim Johansson 
% Last modified: 2015-06-10 by Tim Johansson 

  
clc;clear all;close all; 

  
%% FOLDER 
% Name of folder with data from LMS 

  
%load('D:\Users\tj222bx\Documents\Substructuring files LMS 2016 thesis\Data 

FRFs 2bladed\2bladed_hub_mass2923_exc_1y') 
folder_3bladed=['D:\Users\tj222bx\Documents\Substructuring files LMS 2016 

'... 
    'thesis\Data FRFs 3bladed\']; 

  
%% DATA 
coupled3bladed.Name='3bladed_hub'; 
coupled3bladed.Excitations={'107z','207z','307z'}; 
coupled3bladed.MeasuredStructure='';   %Not used for 3bladed 
coupled3bladed.Folder=folder_3bladed; 
blade1_dof={'101z','102z','103z','107z','108z','109z','112z','113z',... 
    '116z','117z','120x','120y','120z'}; 
blade2_dof={'201z','202z','203z','207z','208z','209z','212z',... 
    '213z','216z','217z','220x','220y','220z'}; 
blade3_dof={'301z','302z','303z','307z','308z','309z','312z',... 
    '313z','316z','317z','320x','320y','320z'}; 
hub_dof={'401x','401y','401z','402x','402y','402z','403x',... 
    '403y','403z'}; 
coupled3bladed.AllDofs=cat(2,blade1_dof,blade2_dof,blade3_dof,hub_dof); 

  
%% EXTRACT 
Y_MEASURED=extract_FRF_matrix(coupled3bladed,coupled3bladed.AllDofs); 
%Save to file 
fid=strcat(folder_3bladed,'Matrices_coupled') 
save(fid,'Y_MEASURED','-append') 
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MAIN PROGRAM ‘Main_couple’ (1 PAGE) 

 
%% MAIN_COUPLE 
% Main program for coupling data from a 2bladed hub with data from a single 
% blade. 

  
% MSc Thesis 2016 Magdalena Cwenarkiewicz and Tim Johansson 
% Last modified: 2015-06-10 by Tim Johansson 

  
clc;clear all;close all; 

  
%% COUPLE 2-BLADED WITH SINGLE BLADE 
fid1=['D:\Users\tj222bx\Documents\Substructuring files LMS 2016 thesis\'... 
    'Data FRFs blade1_B907\Matrices_mass1886']; 
fid2=['D:\Users\tj222bx\Documents\Substructuring files LMS 2016 thesis\'... 
    'Data FRFs blade1_B907\Matrices_mass2474']; 
fid3=['D:\Users\tj222bx\Documents\Substructuring files LMS 2016 thesis\'... 
    'Data FRFs 2bladed\Matrices_mass825']; 
fid4=['D:\Users\tj222bx\Documents\Substructuring files LMS 2016 thesis\'... 
    'Data FRFs 2bladed\Matrices_mass1489']; 
fid5=['D:\Users\tj222bx\Documents\Substructuring files LMS 2016 thesis\'... 
    'Data FRFs 2bladed\Matrices_mass2923']; 
%Choose which data to couple here, name of the matrix has to be changed too 
fid1blade=fid1;     %Single blade 
fid2bladed=fid5;    %2-bladed 
%Couple 
Y_COUPLED=couple_2bladed_hub_with_blade(fid1blade,fid2bladed); 
%Specify file to save to 
fidout=['D:\Users\tj222bx\Documents\Substructuring files LMS 2016 

thesis\'... 
    'Data FRFs 3bladed\Matrices_coupled']; 
%Specify the name of the matrix 
Y_mass2923_mass1886=Y_COUPLED; 
save(fidout,'Y_mass2923_mass1886','-append') 
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FUNCTION ‘couple_2bladed_hub_with_blade’ (2 PAGES) 

 
function Y_COUPLED=couple_2bladed_hub_with_blade(fidA,fidB) 
%% COUPLE_2BLADED_HUB_WITH_BLADE couples the 2bladed hub (substructure A) 
% with the single blade (substructure B). 
%Input:     fidA        - Filename for 2-bladed hub. A .mat file containing 
%                       Y_C_C_DECOUPLED  - Matrix (resp by exc by freq) 
%                                          with responses in coupling point 
%                                          due to excitations in coupling 
%                                          point. 
%                       Y_C_B_DECOUPLED  - Matrix (resp by exc by freq) 
%                                          with responses in coupling point 
%                                          due to excitations on blades. 
%           fidB        - Filename for single blade. A .mat file containing 
%                         the same type of matrices as fidA. 
% 
%Output:    Y_COUPLED   - Matrix (resp by exc by freq) with responses for 
%                         the coupled structure A+B. 
% 
%Call:      Y_COUPLED=couple_2bladed_hub_with_blade(fidA,fidB) 

  
%MSc Thesis 2016 Magdalena Cwenarkiewicz and Tim Johansson 
%Last modified: 2015-06-10 by Tim Johansson 

  
%% NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
ninternal_dof_A=13; 
ninternal_dof_B=35; 
ncoup_dof=6; 
ndof=ninternal_dof_A+ninternal_dof_B+2*ncoup_dof; 

  
%% LOAD MATRICES 
load(fidA) 
YCC_A=Y_C_C_DECOUPLED; 
YCB_A=Y_C_B_DECOUPLED; 
clear Y_C_C Y_C_B 
load(fidB) 
YCC_B=Y_C_C_DECOUPLED; 
YCB_B=Y_C_B_DECOUPLED; 
clear Y_C_C Y_C_B 

  
%% COUPLING 
%Y=zeros(ndof); 
%Compatibility condition matrix 
B=[ones(1,ncoup_dof) zeros(1,ninternal_dof_A) -1.*ones(1,ncoup_dof) ... 
    zeros(1,ninternal_dof_B)]; 
%The internal dofs in the coupled system, without the coupling dofs 
index=[(ncoup_dof+1):(ncoup_dof+ninternal_dof_A), ... 
    (2*ncoup_dof+1+ninternal_dof_A):ndof]; 
for i=1:length(YCC_A(1,1,:)) 
    %Frequency 
    freq(i)=3.7+0.15*(i-1); 
    %Assembly matrices for substructures A and B 
    Y_A(:,:,i)=[YCC_A(:,:,i), YCB_A(:,:,i); 
                  YCB_A(:,:,i).', 

zeros(ninternal_dof_A,ninternal_dof_A,1)];             
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    Y_B(:,:,i)=[YCC_B(:,:,i), YCB_B(:,:,i); 
        YCB_B(:,:,i).' zeros(ninternal_dof_B,ninternal_dof_B,1)]; 
    %Block-diagonal 
    Y(:,:,i)=blkdiag(Y_A(:,:,i),Y_B(:,:,i)); 
    %Coupling 
    Y_tmp=Y(:,:,i)-Y(:,:,i)*B.'*inv(B*Y(:,:,i)*B.')*... 
        B*Y(:,:,i); 
    Y_COUPLED(:,:,i)=Y_tmp(index,index); 
end 
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